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T he hovel I call my shop has been pretty active of late, what with editor Hall’s ongo-
ing Norton Commando project and the recent addition of two “new” bikes to the 

hovel for my kids, daughter Madeline and son Charlie.
For the past few years, now 23-year-old Madeline has been riding our 1976 Suzuki 

GT185. Rated at a modest 21 horsepower and weighing in at less than 300 pounds, it’s 
been an excellent starter bike; not too powerful and easy to handle. And at $400 it was 
a bargain, all the better for a first-time motorcycle.

Madeline’s enjoyed the Suzuki, but a few months back she suggested she was ready 
to move up the motorcycle scale, at least incrementally, expressing interest in getting 
something she could ride farther and with more confidence on the highway. She's not 
thinking about going cross country — yet — but she does have visions of day trips and 
weekend adventures in the country. She’s capable physically, but didn't want anything 
too large or powerful. So what to get?

As luck would have it, the answer appeared in the form of a 1980 Moto Guzzi V50 II, 
a bike I’ve admired ever since a this-is-so-much-fun-it-can't-be-legal RetroTours romp 
across the back roads of West Virginia on ’70s Italian twins in 2012. The ’79 V50 I rode 
during that tour was my introduction to Guzzi’s little 500cc V-twin. Light and torquey, 
it’s one of the great mid-sized bikes of its era, blessed with excellent road manners and 
more than enough oomph for passing. Critics dislike its linked braking system (the rear 
and front left discs operate off the foot pedal, the front right disc off the hand lever), 
but I love the way it works, providing confident, balanced braking, a quality especially 
appreciated by a dad sending his daughter out to do battle on the open road. 

The bike appeared thanks to Moto Guzzi fan Ray Roske, who introduced me to 
reader and vintage bike nut Greg Garcia after I asked Ray if he might know anyone with 
a V50 for sale. Greg bought the little Guzzi, a low-mileage Pennsylvania barn find, in 
2011. Showing just over 7,400 miles when he turned it over to me, it’s exactly what we 
wanted: a solid, lovingly maintained machine that’s not so nice you’re scared to ride it. 

Meanwhile, 20-year-old Charlie is diving into his next bike, a 1972 Honda CB350. 
Inspired by our recent Project Honda CB350, Charlie took renewed interest in the ’72, 
which has been languishing in the back of the hovel for some 10 years. Taken off the 
road by a friend when family duty called, it was a daily rider looking for a lot of love. 
Echoing the experience with our project Honda, after Charlie and I rebuilt the carbu-
retors and changed the oil, it fired back to life easily, nary a rattle to be heard in its 
engine and not a whiff of smoke emitting from the mostly missing exhaust system. 

Charlie’s launched into getting the bike street ready, opting for a bum-stop seat, low 
bars and other trappings from the café set. A mean-looking Mac two-into-one 

header from Dime City Cycles just arrived to replace what’s left of the stock 
exhaust, and the missing switchgear is getting updated. We’ve rebuilt the 
front forks and replaced the steering head bearings, putting the front 

end back together sans fork covers to accentuate the stripped-down 
café look. Like our project bike, Charlie’s 350 is another reminder of 
why these little Hondas were so popular. Abandoned for a decade, 
getting it back on the road is proving to be a fairly straightforward 

process, one we’ll log online as we move forward.
As it turns out, these “new” bikes carry ben-

efits far beyond just the promise of riding, how-
ever. Because of them, Madeline and Charlie 

and I, already close, are spending even more time 
together. It’s deeply satisfying watching 

Madeline and Charlie gain skills and 
confidence as they dive deeper into 

their bikes, a gentle reminder of that 
age-old saw: It’s the journey, not 
the destination that matters.

Richard Backus
Editor-in-chief

The journey
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R E A D E R S  A N D

RIDERS

The Sonic and the Sabre
I was fascinated to read your article on 

the Can Am Sonic in the January/February 
2017 issue. A really interesting machine, 
it was a clever response to the popularity 
of the Yamaha XT500 (of all the bikes I’ve 
ever owned, my personal favorite) and 
the Honda XL500 (which I also owned). 
The Sonic never achieved the sales num-
bers of the other two, partly because of 
its ungainly appearance (especially com-
pared to the gorgeous Yamaha), and its 
seat height, which put many buyers off. 

Something you might not be aware of 
is that the bike was originally going to be 
called the Sabre! I distinctly remember 
going to the motorcycle show in Calgary 
when the bike was introduced, shortly 
after I had read the article about the Can 
Am Sabre in Cycle Canada, only to find the 
new bike with an ugly piece of black duct 
tape covering the name on the seat. When 
I asked the sales rep about it, he sheep-
ishly admitted that Can Am had failed 
to register the name before Honda did, 
and they had to quickly rename the bike. 
In any event, Can Am did not have much 
time left, with the parent company focus-
ing on more profitable ventures, leaving 
the bike, and the story of its name, just a 
curious historical footnote.

Attila Estok/Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Ceegar fan
I love the mag and look forward to 

each issue, but I was wondering, what 
bikes or stories could possibly be left to 
cover in Motorcycle Classics? Somehow I 
wasn’t surprised when I saw the January/
February 2017 issue, another fantastic 
issue. I’m starting in on my second read-
ing. I enjoyed your article on the Texas 
Ceegar. I don’t know how you do it, but 
don’t stop. I love and save every issue. 
Now if only CMS would make posters of 
their ads to hang in my shop.

Russell Anthes/Malo, Washington

The Texas Ceegar
I enjoyed the article on the Texas 

Ceegar, but you left out an important 
chapter in the history of this grass roots 
record-breaking saga. When the British 
National Motorcycle Museum burned sev-
eral years back,  the Ceegar was horribly 
damaged. The next Texan to contribute 
to the Ceegar’s story is British Motorcycle 
restoration expert Keith Martin of Big D 
Cycle in Dallas. Keith was an employee 
of Jack Wilson back in the day and after 
his passing purchased all of the original 
Big D Cycle assets. He knew the Ceegar’s 
original tooling was stored on the roof of 
the Big D Cycle building, and that it was 
an important part of motorcycle history. 

He moved it to his shop, then a mod-
ern Triumph dealership called RPM Cycle, 
for safekeeping. I’m not sure how the 
museum knew Keith had the ability to 
restore our Ceegar, but it was shipped to 
his shop and rebuilt from the ground up 
as historically accurate as possible. 

I had the pleasure of watching the 
transformation and it was fascinating and 
made us all very proud. Keith sold T-shirts 
to help the build’s finances and even 
trailered it to the Salt Flats for pictures 
before returning it to England. Please 
update your article and consider high-
lighting Keith Martin in an article for the 
magazine.

Keith Sheeley/Grand Prairie, Texas

Discovering the Motorcycle
Just finished Armand Ensanian’s amaz-

ingly comprehensive book (Discovering 
the Motorcycle) and find myself repeatedly 
going back over it, day after day, to take 
another look at some nuance or anoth-
er I’ve not fully absorbed. Armand truly 
deserves our gratitude for producing this 
prodigiously thorough compendium of 
motorized 2-wheel history. The illustra-
tions and the layout/general format are 
also top-notch. My only gripe, and it is 
admittedly a small one, is that nowhere 
was the amazing series of 1980s vintage 

“Leisurely? Bah humbug ...”

Suzuki T200 X5 Invader
I’m 62 and have been getting bike mags since 1970. 

Your mag is the best. Because of my age it has all the stuff 
I like to read about. Because of your last mag write-up of 
the Suzuki GT185 I just had to write. Many people do not 
remember the Suzuki T200 X5 Invader. Mine is a 1967. I’m 
writing because of the great motor and handling it has. 
The motor pulls so strongly with its low-down rpm. It is 
amazing for a 200. The motor does not have to rev like the 
Suzuki GT185 or the Yamaha RD200 or other bikes in its 
class. It pulls like my T350 Suzuki down low. Any gear, any 
rpm, any time. Top speed at 88mph also makes it the fast-
est stock 200 in the world. As you can see, I love my little 
Suzuki. It was my dream bike when I was a kid. I had only 
seen one other one when I was 15 and promised myself 
someday I would have one. I finally found one in 1982 and 
still ride it. The best thing is it was free. It was leaning on 
the wall of a house outside in San Diego, California, and 
the old guy said I could have it. Now I’m the old guy. Keep 
up the great work.

John Rose/Pennsylvania Reader John Rose’s 1967 Suzuki T200 X5 Invader.
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Yamaha  XJ550/650/750/900 Seca bikes 
referenced in Armand’s book. Given their 
seminal archetypal design and milestone 
engineering, I am quite surprised that 
they rated no mention at all. Having had 
all of them at one time or another, I can 
testify to the brilliance of their capabili-
ties, both for performance and for dura-
bility. However, as you observed in both 
your review and in your foreword to the 
book, this is one work that belongs on the 
reference shelf of all true motorcycle buffs 
everywhere. Since I tend to get both soft-
cover and hardcover editions (the former 
to read, the latter to add to my permanent 
collection), I was a bit surprised that 
there is no hardbound edition available. I 
certainly would have purchased one, had 
there been a clothbound copy available.

Chris Carey/Sacramento, California

The Grumph
The piece on Greg Lawless’ Grumph in 

the March/April 2017 issue really got my 
attention as this combination was not 
uncommon here in the Northeast during 
the mid- to late-1960s. 

I rode Greeves and other 250cc British 
machines in the earlier 1960s, but as a 
rather large guy I craved more displace-
ment for offroad competition. One week-
end a friend and I dismantled the beauti-
ful T100C I bought new in 1964, and put 
the engine in a Greeves frame someone 
had donated. No high tech tools or prod-
uct sources, just a set of torches, a por-
table welder, a 9-inch hand-held grinder, 
and electric drill.

The bike carried me to A Class 
in New England enduros in one 
season. The only major modifica-
tion during the season was to add 
screen door springs from the hard-
ware store, mounted to pull up on 
the back of the front swingarm. The 
springs helped the “rubber in tor-
sion” overcome the added weight 
of the engine, heavy skid plate and 
rider.

Getting serious about competi-
tion in 1970 the engine went into 
a Cheney Frame, using a Triumph 
rear wheel, Ceriani forks, and a 
Greeves front wheel. The Hodaka 
gas tank from the Grumph was 

carried over, too. The Cheney was retired 
from competition in 1973 and used on the 
street until 1975. After languishing in the 
shop attic, it will be coming back to life 
this spring.

The Greeves frame that once held the 
Triumph was donated to a local enthu-
siast a few years ago, but my fascina-
tion with Greeves conversions didn’t end 
there. A few years ago I got interested in 
MotoGiro, which is sort of an on-road 

version of the old enduros. Starting with 
an OSSA Pioneer set up for highway duty, 
then moving to a 250cc OSSA Wildfire, 
I got thinking it would be fun to build 
something special.

I had a Greeves Challenger with a bad 
engine out in the Morton building, and 
an OSSA 250 Super Pioneer motor in the 
shop attic. During the next three winters 
they became a GROSSA. The conversion 
took a lot longer than the Grumph, as 

I now had a well equipped shop 
with TIG welder, lathe, Bridgeport, 
etc., plus 50 more years of experi-
ence. Gone were youthful haste 
and impatience. The machine wore 
rust and primer in 2015, as a few 
bugs were worked out over nearly 
a thousand miles. It was disassem-
bled, painted and polished during 
the winter, and proved fun and 
dependable in 2016, participating 
in three MotoGiros, a vintage ride, 
and several short rides for another 
thousand miles. 

We are looking forward to 
May 2017 and the MotoGiro in 
Asheville, North Carolina.

Jake Herzog/Slingerlands, New York

That Barber Ride
I just finished reading the March/April 2017 issue from cover to cover and your 

advertisers will be happy to note that this also includes all their ads. I take everything 
pretty well as Gospel in this issue except for one line on Page 10, and I’ll quote: “ ... and 
join us for our Sunday Morning Ride, a leisurely run through the beautiful Alabama 
countryside.” Leisurely? Bah humbug. 

I was on the 2016 ride. While I was trying to keep up, I was also concentrating really 
hard on not dropping my brother’s restored 1973 Yamaha TX750 while he was thor-
oughly enjoying the tour on his 1979 Yamaha XS750 café racer.  The ride was anything 
but “leisurely” and more like “exhilarating” for a 78-year-old whose usual daily ride in 
Canada is a 1980 Gold Wing! I do not remember that “beautiful Alabama countryside” 
but will always remember the Motorcycle Classics 2016 Sunday Morning Ride. Thanks for 
the Ride.

Jerry Baljeu/Organizer of the Sept. 24, 2017, Sarnia, Ontario, Distinguished Gentleman’s Ride

Jerry,
Thanks for joining us on the 2016 Barber Sunday Morning Ride. We look forward to hosting the 

ride again on Sunday, Oct. 8, 2017. — Ed.

This lovely 1973 Yamaha 
TX750, owned by Al 

Baljeu, was just one of 
the many vintage bikes 

on our Sunday Morning 
Ride at the Barber 

Vintage Festival in 2016.

Reader Jake Herzog aboard his Greeves-Triumph.



3 If you’ve been considering a new riding suit, here’s 
your chance to make a big impact on how visible 

you are to other drivers sharing the road with you. 
Aside from the bodywork on your bike, the biggest 
swath of color, if you so choose is, well, you. Wear 
all black and be hip if you like, but if you want 
to be seen, a better option is something bright. 

Aerostich offers their beloved Roadcrafter 3 one-
piece riding suit in a variety of colors, includ-

ing oxblood and orange, but hi-viz lime yellow 
(shown) is the way to go for maximum attention. 

Made of mil-spec 500-denier Cordura Gore-Tex fabric 
with double layers of fabric in vital areas, it features remov-

able TF impact armor at the elbows, shoulders and knees, with 
more armor options available. Also available in women’s sizes. 

Price: starting at $1,197. More info: aerostich.com

2 Many jackets use reflective patches to aid in nighttime visibility, but Joe Rocket’s 
new Atomic Ion Jacket aims to be as visible as possible night and day. Available 

in black/black and black/hi-viz (shown), the jacket features large hi-viz yellow/green 
panels front and rear, plus a super reflective Innolite weave at the shoulders and elbows 

combined with reflective piping for nighttime conspicuous-
ness. The Atomic Ion is built using a waterproof outer shell 

with reinforced panels in all key impact areas. It also 
features C.E. certified armor at the shoulders and elbows 

along with a removable spine pad. The jacket has four large intake 
vents combined with two large exhaust vents to flow cooling air when 
it is warm, and a removable, full-sleeve insulated liner for when 
it’s cold. Price: $219.99. More info: joerocket.com

1 Originally designed to be worn by military personnel, this Military Spec Vest 
is an affordable way to increase your visibility without having to replace your 

favorite jacket. Made of a Free Air poly/mesh shell, the vest has a back pocket for 
optional spine armor, large reflective stripes on the front and shoulders, and multi-
point adjustability to make sure it fits comfortably. Available in yellow or orange 
(shown). Also available in women’s sizes. Price: $54.99. More info: joerocket.com

G E A R

DRIVEN

There’s a lot to be said for being seen, especially on a motorcycle. And while 
there are many tips and tricks to making the traffic around you notice your pres-
ence (lane positioning, riding a brightly colored motorcycle, etc.), high-visibility 
gear is a great way to start. Here are nine pieces of gear to help others see you, 
and one to help you see the road ahead.

Visibility Upgrades
See and Be Seen

4 If it’s time to replace your helmet, consider some-
thing more visible than the ever-so-popular black 

lid. White is good, but for even more pop there are 
now some hi-viz helmets on the market, including the 
Schuberth C3 Pro, available in the Echo Yellow shown 
here. The C3 Pro is the latest modular helmet from 
Schuberth, and the company claims it is the “world’s 

lightest, quietest and most aerodynamic flip-up with inte-
grated sun visor.” The C3 Pro utilizes a one-touch, cable-driven 

release mechanism, a removable/washable anti-bacterial liner, and 
tool-less face shield removal. Price: $729. More info: schuberth.com/us 3

2
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5 Here’s an easy way to upgrade the 
visibility of the helmet you already 

own: put some stickers on it, specifi-
cally these large reflective arrow-shaped 
directional markers. Designed to indi-
cate your direction as you turn your 
head to check for a clear lane, they 
also help make you visible to traffic 
behind you by putting a reflective 
surface up high where other drivers 

will see it. Available in orange or hi-viz. 
Price: $24. More info: aerostich.com

6 By making your headlight pulsate in 
daylight riding, a headlight modula-

tor makes you more visible. Kisan Electronics 
offers the PathBlazer P115W, a self-contained 

unit designed to fit most 3-pin (H4) or Japanese 
2-pin (H7) headlights. According to Kisan, the 
P115W modulates high-beam current from 

100-percent on to about 17-percent off. 
The P115W also comes with a detach-
able daylight sensor, which functions 
as a switch, stopping modulation when 

it cannot “see” enough daylight. Price: 
$109.95. More info: kisantech.com

7 As far as lighting upgrades go, it doesn’t 
get much simpler than this LED taillight 

bulb from MechOptix. Simply replace your 
standard taillight bulb with the Stoptix LED 
bulb and replace the cover or lens. That’s it. 
Inside the Stoptix unit is an accelerometer; 

each time your bike slows down — even if you 
haven’t touched the brakes — the bulb lights up. 

Self-powered and self-illuminating, it recharges 
in just 3 seconds when you hit the brakes and 

it’s ready to light up the next time you slow 
down. It replaces a standard 1157 dual-
filament brake/taillight bulb. Price: $59.95. 
More info: mechoptix.com

8 While we’re talking brake lights, here’s 
an option from Kisan Electronics. The 

TailBlazer replaces your standard 1157 bulb 
with a G4 halogen bulb. Digital electronics 
contained in the bulb’s base initiate a 4-sec-
ond flash/pause sequence. It flashes four 
times fast, then pauses, then flashes three 

times a little slower, then pauses, followed by 
two more slow flashes, and then remains full 
on as long as the brake is held. It does this 
each time you apply the brakes. Price: $69. 
More info: aerostich.com, kisantech.com

9 When it comes to visibility, more lights 
are always better. Electropods are two 

pods of eight super-bright red LED lights. Wire 
them into your brake light circuit and attach them 
to your rear turn light stalks, fender or luggage rack. 
When you apply your brakes, these puppies flash as 
long as your brakes are engaged. Price: $32. More 
info: aerostich.com

Classic motorcycles often leave a lot to be 
desired when it comes to lighting. (You’ve 
heard the one about how the Lucas switch has 
three positions, right? Dim, flicker and off.) 
While we wholeheartedly encourage upgrad-
ing your headlight bulb if you plan to ride your 
classic bike after sunset, what you’re looking 
at here is a whole new idea. The Adaptive LED 
Headlight from J.W. Speaker provides far more 
light on the road ahead than your standard 
incandescent bulb, but the real trick here is 
that as your motorcycle leans into a corner, 
sensors in the headlight react to the change in 
lean angle, incrementally turning on up to five 
extra LEDs within the headlight in the direction 
of your turn depending on the lean, increas-
ing your view into the corner. The Adaptive 
headlight also draws less power than a regular 
incandescent bulb. Available to fit standard 
7-inch and 5.75-inch headlight buckets. Price: 
Starting at $699.95. Read more and check out 
their videos at jwspeaker.com. Available through 
dragspecialties.com and parts-unlimited.com

See more of the 
road at night
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Just as the Mini did in Britain, 
Fiat’s 500 Cinquecento, intro-
duced in 1957, devastated the 
Italian motorcycle industry in 
the 1960s. With more than 
500,000 motorcycles pro-
duced in 1959, the indus-
try was coming off a record 
year and the future looked 
bright. Yet by the end of the 
next decade, famous names 
like Bianchi, FB Mondial, Rumi, 
Ceccato and Itom had either 
ceased motorcycle production 
or were absorbed into larger companies like Piaggio. Those 
that survived the decade (Moto Guzzi, Ducati and Benelli, for 
example) did so by producing sturdy and sporty small bikes 
for those still unable or unwilling to buy a car. This led to the 
increasing importance of the 125cc class: Guzzi’s Stornello 
(“Starling”) of 1961 perfectly fit the new market reality.

Better known for his race bikes, it was Guzzi’s Giulio Carcano 
who designed the modest Stornello. Yet while keeping produc-
tion costs in check, Carcano nevertheless penned a proper 
motorcycle with a dual-downtube, open-cradle steel frame, 
dual shocks controlling the swingarm rear suspension and a 
hydraulically damped telescopic front fork. The chassis ran on 
17-inch steel-rim wheels shod with 2.75-inch rear and 2.5-inch 
front tires. Brakes were single-leading-shoe front and rear, and 
approximately 5-1/4 inches in diameter.

The iron-cylindered 123cc (52mm x 58mm bore and stroke) 
4-stroke single featured two parallel overhead valves in its 
light alloy head and 8:1 compression. With an 18mm Dell’Orto 
carburetor, the wet-sump engine produced 7 horsepower at 
7,200rpm and drove a 4-speed transmission via helical gears. 

Sparks and 6-volt lighting were provided by a flywheel magneto.
Performance was competitive for its class with a claimed 

63mph top speed while returning around 100mpg. A Sport 
version followed in 1962 featuring a new cylinder head with 
revised valve angles in a hemispherical combustion cham-
ber, centrifugal oil filter, higher compression (8.5:1) and a 
larger 20mm Dell’Orto carb for 8.5 horsepower at 7,500rpm. 
Equipped with clip-on handlebars, a bum-stop seat and alloy 
rims, the Sport was good for a claimed 70mph. The standard 
model, now called Tourismo, continued unchanged. 

The Regolarita offroad competition model was introduced 
for 1962. It made 12 horsepower at 8,000rpm and wore a 
high-level exhaust, braced high-rise bars and a single seat. 
The Moto Guzzi factory entered a team of 10 Regolaritas 
(125cc Stornellos, and 175cc and 250cc Lodolas) in the 1963 
International Six Days Trial, taking the International Silver 
Vase and placing second in the International Trophy class. 
And while this was the last year of factory support, Stornello 
Regolaritas were popular with privateer entrants for the rest of 
the decade. A street version of the Regolarita with lights was 

The motorcycle market’s not exactly flush with used Moto Guzzi Stornellos. 
In a month of searching, we found but two on the market, both 1966 mod-
els and similarly priced at $2,600 and $2,500. The $2,600 Stornello was an 
original survivor showing just over 2,500 miles on the odometer. A runner, it 
likely needed lots of TLC, clearly having just been pulled out of a long hiber-
nation before being dusted off for sale. Tires were original and paint was, in a 
word, tired. Somebody saw promise, however, and bought it. This bike, the 
$2,500 Stornello, has issues of its own. Purchased by a Moto Guzzi enthusiast 
in non-running condition (“ran when parked,” said the previous owner), it 
was stuck in third gear. But it was pretty, with a non-professional paint job, 
fresh decals, new tires, a nice seat, original handgrips, rechromed handlebars 
and headlamp rim, and a solid original exhaust. The current owner is fixing 
the transmission, and expects to have it running soon. Given their apparent 
rarity, the price, even with complications, appears to be in line with demand. 
Interested? Email Steve at fossilrider@comcast.net to learn more.
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ON THE MARKET 1966 Moto Guzzi Stornello 125 Sport/$2,500

Bird on a wing:
1961-1974 Moto 
Guzzi Stornello 

U N D E R  T H E

RADAR



produced from 1965 to 1967 in Europe, 
and sold in the U.S. as the Stornello 
Scrambler America.

1968 saw the introduction of a 160cc 
version of the Stornello, with a 58mm 
bore and 12.6 horsepower at 7,500rpm 
giving a top speed of 74mph without 
significantly affecting fuel consumption. But by this time the 
Stornello’s styling was dated and the 125cc and 160cc engines 
underpowered. Facing serious competition from domestic 
rivals like the sporty overhead cam Gilera Arcore 125 and 
more powerful Japanese competitors, the Stornello range was 
completely revised for 1971 with more power and a 5-speed 

transmission. The 125cc version was 
now good for 12 horsepower, while a 
new gas tank and bodywork updated 
the aesthetics. The Stornello continued 
in this form until Moto Guzzi’s (and 
Benelli’s) acquisition by Alejandro de 
Tomaso in 1973.

De Tomaso provided the cash injection Guzzi needed to 
revamp its range, and the Stornello was replaced by a new 
2-stroke 125cc model with more competitive power and a 
125cc 4-stroke twin, which would form the basis of the Moto 
Guzzi/Benelli 254 250cc 4-cylinder. The Stornello name lives on 
in the new 750cc Moto Guzzi V7 scrambler. MC

1968-1970 Motobi 125 Sport Special
After a spat with his five brothers, Giuseppe Benelli quit the 

family motorcycle business and started his own company in 
1949, initially calling it Moto B Pesaro before finally shortening 
it to simply Motobi. Five years after his death in 1957, Motobi 
was absorbed back into the Benelli fold, and Motobis were 
subsequently often sold branded as Benellis.

The Sport Special was the final development of freelance 
engineer Piero Prampolini’s distinctive horizontal 4-stroke 
OHV engine of 1956. Breathing through a 22mm Dell’Orto, 
the all-alloy unit construction 125cc engine drove a 5-speed 
gearbox via helical primary gears. The engine hung from a 
pressed-steel spine frame with telescopic front forks and dual 
rear shocks running on 2.75 x 18-inch wheels front and rear. 
The brakes were single-leading-shoe drums, 7-inch front and 
5-inch rear. 

Motobi 125s were very suc-
cessful in competition, and the 
Sport Special inherited their 
lively performance, enabling it 
to compete with Gilera’s class 
benchmark, the Arcore.

CONTENDERS Single-cylinder rivals to Moto Guzzi’s Stornello

1966-1967 Ducati 125 Sport 
Ducati’s 125 Sport engine was a direct descendant of the 

1955 Gran Sport, albeit with a different cylinder head, enclosed 
valves and springs, and other detail changes. It also marked the 
end of the line for Ducati’s “cammy” 125s. The bevel-drive OHC 
4-stroke single had a 22mm Dell’Orto carb giving 10 horsepower 
at 7,000rpm. Drive to the 4-speed transmission was by bevel 
gears, with sparks provided by a 6-volt generator and battery/
coil. An open-cradle single downtube frame supported the 
drivetrain and ran on 2.5-inch front and 2.75-inch rear tires with 
SLS drum brakes. The front fork was by Marzocchi with 3-way 
adjustable twin shocks at the rear. Bodywork included the scallop-
sided gas tank and two-tone paint. The result was an attractive, 
sophisticated and sporty small bike with surprisingly good per-
formance and excellent handling. And with the bulk of Ducati’s 

singles production from this time 
in larger capacities, they’re also 
quite rare. In fact, the 1966-
1967 models are absent from 
Ian Falloon’s Standard Catalog of 
Ducati Motorcycles) and therefore 
highly collectible.

     Years produced 1961-1974

 Power 8.5hp @ 7,500rpm (1965 Sport)

 Top speed 70mph (claimed)

 Engine 123cc (52mm x 58mm) 
  air-cooled OHV single

 Transmission 4-speed, chain final drive

 Weight/MPG 202lb (dry)/100mpg (claimed)

 Price then/now NA/$1,500-$4,000

MOTO GUZZI STORNELLO 

• 1968-1970 (first series)
• 12.5hp @ 8,500rpm/81mph
• 124cc air-cooled OHV single
• 5-speed, chain final drive
• 227lb/90mpg (claimed)

• 1966-1967
• 10hp @ 7,000rpm/70mph
• 125cc air-cooled OHC single
• 4-speed, chain final drive
• 220lb/55-75mpg (est.)

www.MotorcycleClassics.com    11
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V I E W  F R O M  T H E

SIDECAR

The National Motorcycle Museum’s 
Mark Mederski joins us as our spe-
cial guest for the 2nd Annual Motorcycle 
Classics Ride ’Em, Don’t Hide ’Em 
Getaway at Seven Springs Resort in 
Seven Springs, Pennsylvania, Aug. 4-6, 
2017. 

The former executive director of 
the American Motorcycle Association 
Motorcycle Hall of Fame, Mederski has 
rubbed shoulders with some of the big-

gest names in motorcycling, including 
giants like Dick Mann, Jay Springsteen 
and Malcolm Smith, to name just a few. 

A club road racer in the 1970s 
and an avid vintage motorcycle col-
lector, Mederski joined the National 
Motorcycle Musuem in Anamosa, Iowa, 
as special projects director in 2009, 
and in 2014 he was appointed to the 
Antique Motorcycle Foundation board 
of directors.

Mederski will join us for our week-
end get-together, which includes two 
days of riding centered in Southern 
Pennsylvania’s Laurel Highlands, with 
this year’s Saturday ride taking us 
through the region’s mostly unknown 
Amish territory, an area punctuated by 
stunning farms and miles of incredible 
back-country roads. We’ll take a short-
er but no less beautiful ride around 
the Laurel Highlands area on Sunday 

Project Honda sells at Bonhams’ Vegas auction, 
Pennsylvania ride and the art of speed

As it usually does, the annual Las Vegas clas-
sic motorcycle auctions yielded more than a 
few surprises. The biggest sale of the January 
event was over at Mecum, where, underscor-
ing increasing interest in original condition 
machines, a 1912 Henderson Four sold for a 
stunning $490,000, a price that climbs to well 
over $500,000 once the buyer’s fee, typically 5-10 
percent, is added. Bonham’s top sale of the event 
was a 1914 Feilbach 10 horsepower Limited that 
sold for $195,000. Assembled from leftover parts 
following the factory’s 1914 closure, it was owned 
by the Feilbach family until the 1980s, giving it a 
very unique history.

Mecum reported a 92 percent sell-through, 
while Bonhams reported 70 percent. And while 
Mecum was clearly the big winner in terms of 
total dollars — a reported $13.7 million versus an 
estimated $4 million at Bonhams — those num-
bers don’t tell the full story, as Mecum’s four-day 
event rolled some 1,000 bikes across the block 
versus some 240 at Bonhams. Mecum’s top 10 
sellers achieved a combined $1,466,000, while 
Bonhams’ top 10 achieved a combined $1,151,000, punctuating 
the impact of the Henderson sale at Mecum, where the next 
highest sale was $150,000 — for another Henderson, this time 
a restored 1913 Four. The next highest sale at Bonhams — also 
at $150,000 — was a 1955 Vincent Series D Black Knight. On the 
other end of the spectrum, at Mecum somebody got a very nice 
1973 Suzuki Titan T500 for $1,700, while at Bonhams somebody 
paid similar money for a fantastic 1974 Honda CR125 Elsinore 
equipped with quality performance modifications you couldn’t 
possibly duplicate for the selling price.

Yet in our opinion the biggest sale of the event was the $5,500 
achieved for the Motorcycle Classics Project Honda CB350, to our 
knowledge the highest price ever paid for a 1970 Honda CB350. 
And while we’d argue that it wasn’t your average CB350, built to 
be a daily rider with upgrades like electronic ignition, improved 

suspension and more, in this case the winning bid wasn’t all 
about the bike. 

Interest in the Honda was high in no small part thanks to our 
promise to donate 100 percent of the proceeds to the American 
Historic Racing Motorcycle Association Rider Benevolent Fund, 
which exists to aid injured riders. We were immeasurably aided 
in our effort thanks to Bonhams, which graciously offered to 
forego normal selling fees to ensure that all the proceeds from 
the sale went to AHRMA, and Motorcycle Shippers (motor
cycleshippers.com) who shipped the bike to Vegas and Federal 
Motorcycle Transport (funtransport.com) who shipped the bike 
free of charge to its new owner. The interest our Honda gener-
ated was more than a little satisfying, and we were glad for the 
opportunity to give something tangible back to the vintage 
motorcycle community. 

Project Honda CB350 sells for $5,500 at Bonhams’ Vegas auction

Mark Mederski at the Ride ’Em, Don’t Hide ’Em Getaway 

The Motorcycle Classics 1970 Honda CB350 sold for $5,500 at Bonhams.
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morning, leaving everyone plenty 
of time to make their way home 
after what’s certain to be another 
fantastic weekend of riding. Last 
year’s inaugural ride drew nearly 
100 riders, and when we asked 
participants what they thought of 
the event the feedback was unani-
mous: Do it again! 

Mederski will ride his Suzuki GS1150 
from his home in Columbus, Ohio, 
arriving in time for our Friday evening 
welcome reception and dinner. We’ll 
also have a post-ride banquet dinner on 
Saturday, with Mederski joining editor 
Richard Backus for a relaxed discus-
sion about the museum and vintage 
motorcycle collecting, with Mederski 

sharing stories about the incredible 
people he’s met during his years work-
ing with the AMA, the NMM and other 
organizations.

Can’t bring your own bike? Not a 
problem, because RetroTours will once 
again have a limited selection of classic 
1970s motorcycles available for rent, 
including models from Ducati, Triumph, 
Norton, Yamaha, BMW and more. Check 

out the 25-strong RetroTours sta-
ble at retrotours.com, but don’t 
wait too long because rentals are 
limited and available on a first 
come, first served basis. 

And if you’re looking for total 
vintage immersion, check out the 
RetroTours Seven Springs ride, 

a 500-mile round-trip romp to our 
event from RetroTours headquarters in 
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, riding 
RetroTours’ classic ’70s motorcycles.

August will be here before you 
know it, so reserve your spot now at 
MotorcycleClassics.com/PA2017, where 
you’ll also find event updates and inter-
active ride routes as we get them post-
ed. Don’t miss it!

Visually, there has never been another book like Classic 
Motorcycles: The Art of Speed. An examination of 50 classic 
motorcycles written by motorcycle author Patrick Hahn with 
photography by Tom Loeser, it is without question the most 
arresting and innovative presentation of classic motorcycles 
ever produced. 

The motorcycle as art has a fairly short history, its path 
often tracked as starting with 
the Guggenheim Museum’s 
1998 Art of the Motorcycle 
installation, an exhibit viewed 
by more than 300,000 people, 
the largest in the history of 
the museum. The exhibit’s 
success rested on the care-
ful and insightful selection of 
machines and their display, 
providing an opportunity for 
the public at large to examine 
and appreciate the motorcy-
cle for its historical, industrial 
and cultural impact — and 
as art. 

Using a technique called 
light painting, Loeser pho-
tographed 50 vintage motorcycles from the collection of 
the internationally renowned Solvang Vintage Motorcycle 
Museum in Solvang, California. The motorcycles, ranging from 
a 1903 Mitchell to a 1994 Britten V1000, are all historically 
and culturally important, whether because of innovations of 
style or mechanical capacity. And while Hahn’s authoritative 
narratives provide essential background on each motorcycle 
chosen, it is Loeser’s photographs that draw the reader in.

In a conventional photographic session, particularly in a 
studio setting, a photographer uses light boxes and reflectors 
to get the desired lighting effect. There are limitations to this, 

particularly in terms of achieving even, uniform illumination 
and color rendering of the subject. For his light paintings, 
Loeser placed each bike in a pitch-dark room. He then illu-
minated the subject bikes using hand-held, battery-powered 
lamps employing remote phosphor technology, which pro-
vides cleaner, more color-correct illumination than LED or 
incandescent light. Loeser set the camera on a tripod, taking 

a series of eight to 15 second 
exposures, making multiple 
passes with the light across 
the bike to literally “paint” 
the bike with light. These 
brush strokes were repeated 
as necessary to capture every 
feature of each bike, with as 
many as 30 passes or strokes 
sometimes made. The pro-
cess is time-consuming and 
exacting: Loeser says it took 
10 to 11 hours to photograph 
two bikes, and that was before 
applying himself to the task 
of digitally stitching the com-
pleted images together. Given 
the arduous process involved 

in making the finished images, the book’s sub-title, The Art of 
Speed, seems somehow ironic.

The results of Loeser’s efforts are stunning. While the imag-
es at first appear “doctored” to some viewers, they’re not. The 
effect we see, the motorcycles uniformly illuminated in a way 
that almost lifts them off the page, is a result of the process of 
light painting, which enhances and broadcasts details with a 
clarity that’s almost eerie. One of the greatest books featuring 
the motorcycle as art of all time. Motorbooks (quartoknows.
com/motorbooks); 224 pages, $50. To order a copy, see our ad 
on Page 94. — Richard Backus

The motorcycle as art: Classic Motorcycles: The Art of Speed
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Mark Mederski from the 
National Motorcycle 
Museum will be our special 
guest at this year’s Ride ‘Em, 
Don’t Hide ‘Em Getaway.
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Story by Robert Smith
Photos by Jeff Barger

1961 Velocette Venom 
500 Clubman

Their goal was to ride the Venom to a new motorcycle speed 
and endurance record. By Sunday morning, the team had cov-
ered 2,400.92 miles on the Venom from the time it roared off 
the start line the previous day, in the process setting two new 
records, the first for running an average speed of 100.05mph 
over 24 hours — in spite of a 34-minute stop to replace the 
gear selector mechanism and rear chain — and a new 12-hour 
record for an average speed of almost 105mph.

Although missing most of its electrical ancillaries and fit-
ted with a “dolphin” fairing, the Venom was close to stock 
Clubman specification with 8.75:1 compression, though an 
Amal GP carburetor and taller gearing had been used. The 
record bike produced an estimated 40 horsepower and ran 
most of the 24 hours between 5,800 and 6,000rpm — yet still 
returned 45mpg!

The Venom
The Venom had its origins in Velocette’s 1933 250cc MOV, 

which was intended as a sporting lightweight to fill the gap 
between the utilitarian 250cc GTP 2-stroke and the 350cc over-
head cam KSS street bikes. It was to be easier and cheaper to 
produce, but still reflected Velocette’s engineering sophistica-
tion. So while the specification called for pushrod-operated 
overhead valves, designer Charles Udall placed the camshaft 
as high as possible in the engine to reduce moving mass in 
the valve train — leading to the famous “Map of Africa” timing 
cover. Udall also tried to minimize the width of the crankcase 
and therefore reduce flexing. To achieve this, he specified a 
taper-fit crankpin to avoid using lock nuts, and taper roller 
main bearings. Udall also kept the primary driveline chain as 
close as possible to the crankcase, minimizing side loads on 
the crankshaft and gearbox mainshaft. This allowed the clutch 
to be inboard of the countershaft sprocket, meaning the final 
drive gear ratio could be changed in minutes.

OOn the weekend of March 18, 1961, a team of 

six French riders plus Bruce Main-Smith of Motor 

Cycling magazine and Veloce Ltd. Sales Director 

Bertie Goodman assembled at the famed Montlhéry 

banked track near Paris, France, with a specially 

prepared Velocette Venom Clubman 500 single.

TON-UP 
CLUB





The MOV’s design became the template for all Velocette 
overhead valve singles, and its fundamental sturdiness was 
demonstrated in that the same basic bottom end was retained 
throughout the engine’s evolution. But the most popular 
engine size for a sporting motorcycle in 1930s Britain was 
350cc, so the 68mm x 68mm MOV acquired a crankshaft with 

a 96mm stroke to create the sporty 350cc MAC of late 1933. 
The sidecar-tug market was also important in the 1930s, so 
Velocette responded with an 81mm bore for more torque, 
creating the 500cc MSS. 

Phil Irving of Vincent fame joined Velocette in 1937, and was 
principally responsible for modifying the MAC for wartime use 



as the Velocette MAF. 
The MAC and MSS were reintroduced in 1946 following 

the end of World War II and fitted with Dowty Oleomatic 
semi-hydraulic forks in 1947. The MSS disappeared from 
the Velocette range in 1948 while Velocette concentrated on 
their revolutionary LE model. The MAC continued with major 
changes: For 1951, a new Velocette-made hydraulic front fork 
replaced the Dowty; an iron-lined “Alfin” cylinder and light 
alloy head were fitted; and in 1953 a swingarm frame arrived. 
The new frame featured a slotted track for the upper rear shock 
mounts, so that the shock angle could 
be adjusted (thus varying the preload) 
by sliding the top mounts back and 
forth through a short arc.

The MSS rejoined the lineup in 
1954, but with cylinder dimensions 
revised to give a “square” 86mm x 
86mm bore and stroke. The reason, 
designer Charles Udall famously stat-
ed in an interview, was not because 
shorter strokes were necessarily bet-
ter, but because that was the longest 
stroke that would allow the MSS engine to fit in the new MAC 
frame! At the same time the MSS also got an Alfin cylinder 
and alloy head. 

While the MSS and MAC continued the Venom and Viper 
performance versions arrived for 1956. Power output for the 
500 went from 27 horsepower at 5,500rpm to 36 horsepower 
at 5,700rpm, with top speed claimed at 102mph thanks to a 
revised camshaft, larger Amal Monobloc carburetor and com-
pression increased from 6.8:1 to 8:1. (The Viper’s 350cc engine 
used the same stroke as the 500, but with a smaller bore of 
72mm.) 

Included in the Venom’s specification were hairpin valve 

springs. (Udall claimed the resonant frequency of coil springs 
could cause valves to float.) The camshaft operated quadrant-
shaped followers working the rockers via short pushrods. The 
crankshaft was located in the cases by taper roller bearings 
that were shimmed to a slight preload during assembly to 
control side play. Drive to the 4-speed gearbox (featuring 
the sequential foot-change that Harold Willis invented for 
Velocette in the 1930s) was by chain as for the MOV. The 
Venom also retained magneto ignition and Velo’s characteris-
tic belt-driven dynamo. Important new features were full-width 

brake hubs carrying 7-1/2-inch single-
leading-shoe front and 7-inch single-
leading-shoe rear brakes.

Clubman: By name and 
nature

Velocette’s next development of 
their big singles was likely spurred 
by the popularity of Clubman rac-
ing in the U.K. A number of disused 
World War II airfields like Thruxton in 
Hampshire, Castle Combe in Wiltshire 

and Snetterton in Norfolk were repurposed as race tracks. 
British champions like John Surtees and Mike Hailwood got 
their starts racing at such circuits in Clubman amateur races, 
and the first choice bike for many Clubman racers was BSA’s 
mighty DBD34 Gold Star.

Hinting at greater sporting potential, the Venom and Viper 
had both received lighter flywheels and larger carburetors in 
1956. In 1957, a prototype sports version of the Venom with 
higher compression was entered in the 24-hour Bol d’Or race, 
placing third overall and first in class. But it took until 1959 
for the new bike to emerge from the factory as the production 
Clubman. All the parts to build your own Venom — or Viper 
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“I asked him if he had 
any motorcycles. ‘Yeah, 
I’ve got a Velocette in 

the garage that I haven’t 
ridden in 30 years.’”
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— Clubman had been available 
as components from the factory.

So the Venom Clubman was fit-
ted with a BT-H racing magneto, 
an Amal 10TT9 racing carburetor, 
rearset footpegs and a reversed 
shift lever (with the internal selec-
tor reversed to maintain the exist-
ing shift pattern), a new header 
and muffler (for improved ground 
clearance), close-ratio gears, 
a Nimonic alloy exhaust valve, 
aluminum alloy wheel rims and 
modified fork internals for two-
way damping. Also included was 
a tachometer and racing seat. An 
increase in engine compression 
to 8.75:1 was achieved by remov-
ing a compression plate spacer 
and fitting a solid skirt piston. As 
such, the Clubman came close to 
the BSA Gold Star’s power and 
weight (39 horsepower and 375 pounds dry versus the Gold 
Star’s 40 horsepower and 380 pounds dry), and thanks to 
different power characteristics, it was reportedly faster in a 
straight line. 

As intended, the Clubman was 
particularly effective in endurance 
racing, and while it never won the 
Southampton & District Motor 
Cycle Club’s prestigious 500-mile 
race at the Thruxton circuit out-
right, it was second in the 500cc 
class four times, and first in class 
in 1964.

In 1960 Velocette joined the 
then current fashion for body 
enclosure, with molded plas-
tic bodywork covering the lower 
engine and transmission on both 
sides of the Venom and Viper. 
It’s also supposed this was a 
cost-saving measure, reducing 
plating and polishing expense. 
Fortunately, the Clubman avoid-
ed this indignity and continued 
with its polished engine cases 
exposed. 

However, the Clubman and the 
other big singles were available 
from 1960 with a Veeline dolphin 
fairing from Mitchenall Brothers 
based on the fairing used on the 
24-hour bike. 

The Ultimate Clubman
Velocette celebrated its 1964 victory at Thruxton by announc-

ing a new model — based on the Clubman and named for its 
successful race venue — for 1965. 
Among many modifications, the 
Thruxton included larger valves 
with reduced valve angle, longer 
intake tract, a 35mm Amal 5GP2 
carburetor, 9:1 compression pis-
ton and revised valve train. 

The front fork was derived from 
the MSS-S Scrambler, and the 
7-1/2 inch twin-leading-shoe front 
brake was from John Tickle. The 
longer intake and GP carb led to 
the Thruxton’s trademark cutout 
in the gas tank. With 41 horse-
power at 6,200rpm, the Thruxton 
was good for 120mph with race 
exhaust, and it put this power to 
good use, taking first and second 
places in the inaugural 500cc Isle 
of Man Production TT in 1967.

The last Clubman left the 
Velocette factory in 1970, and the 
last Velocette of all — a Thruxton 
— in 1971. Veloce Ltd. went into 
voluntary liquidation that same 
year. In all, some 5,750 Venoms 
were built between 1956 and the 
end of production.

Velocette’s big singles in  The engine as art: The Venom’s 499cc pushrod single.

The Veeline’s “Avonaire” 
fairing is its signature. 

Made by Mitchenall Bros. 
Ltd., it was available on 

both the 350cc Viper and 
500cc Venom.
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general — and the Clubman in particular — were never sold 
in the kind of numbers that BSAs, Triumphs and Nortons 
were, and for very good reasons. Designed for ruggedness, 
longevity and reliability, and to a 
higher quality finish, engineering 
was rarely if ever compromised 
for cost reasons (although later 
Venoms did use a cast-iron cylin-
der in place of the more expensive 
“Alfin”). That meant they were typ-
ically more expensive than other 
British bikes, but required less 
maintenance. Overall, they were 
capable of covering great distanc-
es at high speed with little fuss.

Wrote Motor Cycling magazine 
in a period test: “The Velocette 
Venom Clubman Veeline is a 
mount with which to enjoy hard 
riding, Capable of handsomely 
breaking ‘the ton,’ it can keep 
going at high speeds as long as 
fuel or rider permits … Here in 
fact is a true thoroughbred.”

Don Smith’s Clubman
Don Smith of Appleton, 

Wisconsin, acquired his 1961 
Venom Clubman through a 
chance phone call to an old work 
buddy, Jim Wadkins. 

“I asked him if he had any 

motorcycles, because 40 years ago 
he rode,” Don says. Jim admitted 
he had stopped riding because 
of failing eyesight, so Don asked 
him if he had any bikes at all. “He 
says, ‘Yeah, I’ve got a Velocette in 
the garage that I haven’t ridden 
in 30 years.’ So we talked a little, 
but I didn’t know anything about 
Velocettes.” Don asked if he was 
interested in selling. Jim said no. 
“Well, what are you going to do 
with it?” Don remembers asking.

Don researched the Velocette 
marque, and was also able to 
put together some provenance on 
Jim’s Velo by contacting vintage 
restorer and Velocette special-
ist Richard Renstrom of Classics 
Unlimited, who had sourced the 
bike from the U.K. and sold it to 
Jim. Don also collected period 

tests and reviews, as well as finding a copy of Always in the 
Picture by R.W. Burgess and J.R. Clew, the definitive history of 
Velocette. All this helped Don decide that he really wanted 

his old buddy’s bike. “I told him I 
was looking for a bike to restore,” 
Don says. But the response he 
got was that the bike didn’t need 
restoration. 

More phone calls over many 
months eventually persuaded Jim 
to sell the Clubman to Don. And 
when Don finally got the Velo, he 
discovered that Jim was right — 
the Clubman didn’t need restora-
tion; just cleaning, polishing, fresh 
fluids and some TLC. Don credits 
help from a Finnish friend, Pekka 
Helen, for getting the Velo going. 

First they cleaned the mag-
neto to ensure a good spark. “I 
knew nothing about Velocettes,” 
Don says. “We cleaned the carb, 
changed the oil and filter, kicked it 
over many times and finally blew 
out years of mouse habitat!” 

Don is delighted with his acqui-
sition, and though Velocettes 
have a reputation for being hard 
to start, Jim says it comes down 
to doing it right: “I follow the pro-
cedure and it starts first kick,” he 
says. MCDon Smith and his surprisingly original Clubman.

First introduced in 1953, the 
slotted upper shock mounts, 
a Velocette patent, allowed 
the shocks to be moved 
through an arc of 24 degrees 
to adjust preload. It was both 
simple and effective.



THE KING 
OF COOL
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The first link is that Rob sympathetically restored and owned 
for 10 years the first of three 1970 Husqvarna 400 Cross offroad 
machines that McQueen bought back in the day. The second link 
is that Rob produced the subtly updated Bimota HB1 replica 
featured here. 

Beginnings of Bimota
The Bimota name was created using the first two initials of 

the surnames of its three founding partners: Valerio Bianchi, 
Giuseppe Morri and Massimo Tamburini. Of the three, Tamburini 
played the largest role in designing what could be considered 
some of the most exotic Italian motorcycles ever produced.

Tamburini’s fascination with motorcycles began as a youngster 

Story by Greg Williams 
Photos by Ryan Handt Photography/@motographia

Bimota HB1

IIt’s a little-known fact that Bimota started out 

building air conditioning equipment, which is all 

about keeping things cool. And while there’s no 

evidence Steve McQueen, the king of cool, ever 

owned a Bimota, the two are loosely connected 

through Rob Phillips of Staatsburg, New York.



in his hometown of Rimini, Italy. Often 
driving his mother to distraction, he 
listened for the sound of approaching 
motorcycles and then rushed out of the 
house to see them flash by.

Born in 1943, Tamburini’s career plan was to become an 
engineer. The family didn’t have sufficient funds to send him to 
university, however, so Tamburini went to trade school, where 
he studied cooling systems. Bimota was created in 1966 as an 
air conditioning company, but Tamburini never lost his interest 
in powered two-wheelers. He rode and tuned his personal Moto 
Guzzi, and he was an avid race fan, watching from the stands as 
well as competing on the track.

When Honda launched the 4-cylinder CB750 in 1969, Tamburini 
took notice. He was soon riding one, but promptly wrecked it, 

breaking three ribs. It’s not clear if he 
blamed the design of Honda’s frame 
for his crash, but while convalescing 
Tamburini drew up a replacement 
chassis to house the CB750 engine. 
Working out of the Bimota shop along-
side the air conditioning equipment, 
Tamburini cut and welded the frame 
together to create the HB1 — H for 
Honda, B for Bimota and 1 to symbol-
ize the first.

Sensing they were on to something, in 1972 the company was 
renamed Bimota Meccanica and began producing frames sold in 
kit form to house Japanese engines from the Big Four (Honda, 
Kawasaki, Suzuki and Yamaha). Bimota eventually began con-
structing complete motorcycles, and over the years the company 
has slotted engines from the likes of BMW and Ducati into their 
specialized frames.

Tamburini left Bimota in the early 1980s, however, when he 
began working with Ducati, where his name is attached to various 
Ducatis including the 916. He then moved to MV Agusta, where 

The stock 736cc inline four 
has been rebuilt, and a mild 

Megacycle cam was added. The 
tachometer and a Dakota Digital 

speedometer are discreetly 
mounted in the custom dash.



he designed the 750cc F4. Tamburini died in April 2014 at the age 
of 70. Bimota is still in business, still creating exotic sport bikes, 
and still using BMW and Ducati powerplants.

Rob’s path
It’s the origins of Bimota, though, that caught the attention of 

Rob Phillips. With only 10 HB1s ever produced, their rarity got 
Rob thinking he might be able to corner a niche market by con-
structing complete HB1 replica motorcycles.

Rob runs Husky Restorations (huskyrestoration.com). After 
riding Husqvarna dirt bikes for decades, in 2006 he began collect-
ing and then restoring the offroad motorcycles. When someone 
offered him top price for one of his first restorations, he realized 
he might be able to make some money turning the hobby into a 
business.

In 2008, he came across a seller in California offering a 1970 
Husqvarna 400 Cross. Working from his home in upstate New 
York, he bought the bike sight unseen. Thinking it would simply 
be another Husqvarna in his inventory, he stored it in his daugh-
ter’s San Diego, California, garage. It wasn’t until he teamed up 
with Don Ince that he discovered just what he had. Ince held all 
of the documents of Edison Dye, the man responsible for import-
ing Husqvarnas into the United States in the late 1960s and early 
1970s and often called the father of American motocross. 

Ince’s paperwork proved the Husqvarna that Rob had bought 
was one of three 400 Cross offroad motorcycles purchased by 
Steve McQueen in the early 1970s.

Building tributes
Moving beyond Husqvarnas, Rob took up another challenge 

when he began constructing tribute Yamaha HL500 dirt bikes. 
Using Yamaha TT500 4-stroke engines in specially made light-
weight frames with aluminum swingarms, Rob’s builds pay hom-
age to the HL500’s mid-1970s creators, Torsten Hallman and Sten 
Lundin (the HL in the name). 

“I collaborate with other people on these builds,” Rob says. 
“I’ve got the right people doing the right things.” He used much 

of the same team to help create the HB1 replica, with the excep-
tion of the supplier of the gas tank, front fender and seat. While 
surfing the Internet, Rob found a Serbian carbon fiber fabricator 
who had an original tank and seat for a KB1, which is a Kawasaki-
powered Bimota.

“I contacted him and asked if he could build a mold to make 
a set of carbon fiber panels for the HB1 version of the Bimota,” 
Rob says. “The Honda has a slightly different shape at the front 
of the tank, and he said he could alter the mold to make it work. 
The HB1 is a rare bike, of course, but once you have a tank and 
seat you’ve solved half the problem.”

Because the Bimota’s top frame rails follow the bottom con-
tours of the tank and seat, Rob says it wasn’t difficult to establish 
the correct layout of the upper portion of a replica frame. He also 
scrutinized high-resolution digital images, analyzing them by 
enlarging and scaling them up for display on a wall. As the frame 
uses the Honda CB750 engine as a stressed member, all of the 
mounting points were also known. “From that, it was a bit like 
connecting the dots,” Rob says. 

Building the frame
Helping to connect those dots were the people responsible 

for cutting and welding the tubing together, father and son team 
Randy and Karsten Illg of Framecrafters (framecrafters.net) in 
Union, Illinois. While Rob makes it sound simple, there were 
some unique features that added to the excitement of the build, 
including reverse engineering the eccentric adjusters where the 
rear swingarm mounts to the frame. In use, the eccentrics com-
pensate for chain wear. Rob wrote the code and used his CNC 
machine to accurately replicate those pieces.

With fabrication work ongoing, Rob was accumulating the 
Honda CB750 parts he’d incorporate on the finished Bimota 
replica, including hubs, headlight, hand controls and engine. A 
1975 CB750 engine was taken completely apart and rebuilt by 
Jim Covell of Pleasant Valley, New York. Fresh bearings and seals 
were installed, along with a mild Megacycle cam to sharpen up 
performance. Stock 28mm Keihin carburetors breathe through 
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K&N filters, with a Dynatek electronic ignition providing reliable 
sparking. Rob performed all the engine detailing chores.

Anchoring the front end is a set of Ceriani GP35R racing 
forks mounted in a custom adjustable offset triple tree that 
can extend or shorten the wheelbase by 5mm. With his CNC 
machine, Rob carved the upper and lower trees from billet 6061 
aluminum. A pair of Marzocchi shocks supports the rear.

For braking duty, Rob opted for Brembo P108 calipers 
squeezing stock Honda rotors drilled with a special pattern. 
Buchanan’s Spoke & Rim supplied stainless spokes to lace the 
CB750 hubs into shouldered Excel alloy rims. The bike wears 
Bridgestone BT45 tires.

Another Honda part is the modified tachometer wearing a 
replica Bimota HB1 faceplate. The tach and more instrumenta-
tion, including a Dakota Digital speedometer, are mounted in a 
custom dash. “The speedometer is discreet, because I wanted to 

keep it looking like a race bike,” Rob says.
More custom parts include the aluminum oil tank handcraft-

ed by Ian Halcott of Twinline Motorcycles (twinlinemotorcycles 
.com) in California. It’s not quite the same as an original HB1 
tank, as Rob says that reproducing it exactly as original would 
have been difficult. Rob plumbed in the tank with one-off oil 
line adaptors and installed a pressure gauge, making it easier 
to monitor the engine’s health.

Manufacturing the exhaust proved to be one of the most 
tedious tasks. According to Rob, mandrel bending the headers 
was the easy part. “The silencers, however, are S-shaped,” he 
says, adding, “It took a long time to find someone who could 
reproduce those Magni-style mufflers. I worked with a fellow in 
Japan, and he handmade the ones on this bike.”

With the exhaust mounted on custom hangers, it became 
apparent the sidestand would not work mounted as per usual 
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on the left-hand side of the motorcycle. Rob made a controver-
sial decision to relocate the stand to the right side of the frame. 
“I’ve gotten beat up for my kickstand, but that was the best place 
to put it,” he says.

Rob didn’t make everything. Aftermarket parts include 
Tommaselli clip-ons and Tarozzi rearsets, adding some true 
Italian flair to the Bimota reproduction. The electronics are 
housed in an aluminum tray under the seat, including a mod-
ern Motogadget power distribution module. Rob also made an 
aluminum cover for the Honda’s starter.

Mike Carter of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, painted the frame 
red, and when Rob initially assembled the HB1 — with the 
painted frame but unpainted carbon fiber body panels — he 
faced a dilemma. “I really didn’t want to paint over the carbon 
fiber, it looked so good,” he says. In the end he decided to com-
plete the replica as planned, sending the carbon fiber parts to 

Mike for a custom HB1 paint job. Red suede covers the saddle 
foam.

Finished in September 2016, Rob has two years of labor 
invested in putting together his HB1 replica. With that kind 
of effort, is the resulting creation exciting to ride? “It’s a lot of 
fun,” Rob explains. “It’s very comfortable because your knees 
tuck into the tank contours. Overall, the bike is nicely balanced 
and it’s lighter than a Honda CB750. The carbon fiber tank itself 
probably only weighs about one and a half pounds, compared 
to the heavy steel Honda tank.

“I’ve only got about 15 miles on it, though, because I don’t 
actually ride much on the street. I’m a dirt bike guy at heart, but 
I love building them.” That’s cool, because that passion is what 
motorcycles are all about, whether they were once owned by 
Steve McQueen or, in the case of the Bimota HB1, first built by 
an air conditioning company. MC

A rubber strap holds the gas tank to the frame.

The Magni-style mufflers were handmade in Japan.

The carbon fiber tailpiece incorporates a small fender.



TRIUMPH 
RIDDLES
1963-1967 Triumph T120 TT Specials
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Soon to become the prime minister of England, 
Churchill was referring to the role Russia might play in 
the Second World War when he made that statement in 

1939. But his quote rings true, especially in regards to 
the Triumph T120 TT Specials; some of the finer points 
are complex and rather puzzling. Although many have 
written about the Triumph T120 TT Special, there are still 
some mysteries surrounding the line’s exact specifica-
tions — and we’ll get into that in short order.

Introduced in 1963 and running until 1967, the Triumph 
TT Special was built solely for the American market, where 
just about every manufacturer was selling seriously com-
petitive sports motorcycles. The TT Special had definite 
appeal to riders interested in going fast in offroad events 
such as TT racing. In that style of competition, the rules of 
AMA flat track racing dictated at least one right hand turn 
and a jump, with a dirt course that could be any length. 

I“It is a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside 

an enigma.” Although Sir Winston Churchill 

wasn’t talking about the specifications of 

the Triumph T120 TT Special when he made 

that famous comment, he could have been.

Story by Greg Williams
Photos by Doug Mitchel



Bill’s first TT Special
Before we go any further, we need 

to catch up with Bill Sherman, a farm-
er living near Peru, Illinois. Regular 
readers might recall our story in the 
November/December 2015 issue of 
Motorcycle Classics about Bill’s reunion 
with his old Harley-Davidson XLRTT 
racer.

An avid speed enthusiast, in 1963 
Bill started drag, dirt track and scram-
ble racing aboard a 1963 Triumph TR6 
— the first year of the unit construc-
tion 650cc engine. TR6s came with a 
single carburetor, but Bill tweaked his 
TR6 with a twin carb Bonneville head 
and a few other modifications. He was 
fast, but he wanted to go faster.

That’s when he traded the TR6 on 
the 1965 Harley-Davidson XLRTT at 
Pierce Harley-Davidson in Dekalb, 
Illinois, a family-owned shop headed 
by namesake Wayne Pierce that also 
sold Triumph motorcycles. The XLRTT 
helped make Bill one of the fastest 
competitors on the drag strip, but 
in the summer of 1966 he bought a 
brand-new Triumph T120 TT Special from Pierce to compete in 
flat track, TT and TT scramble races.

“That bike, off the showroom floor, was about as hot as 
the ’63 TR6 I’d heavily modified for racing,” Bill explains. 
“What really got me going on the TT Special was seeing Eddie 
Mulder at a Peoria TT race. He dominated the 25-lap feature 
on that Triumph, and even though his bike would have been 
somewhat modified from stock, with different cams and other 
changes, those Triumphs were what I called ‘out of the box’ 
racers. I can’t remember what I had for breakfast today, but 
watching Mulder on the Triumph that day more than 50 years 
ago at Peoria stands out in my memory.”

Bill raced his 1966 TT Special for a 
few years, but by 1972 the bike was 
gone and he was dedicated to oper-
ating the farm. “About a dozen years 
ago, though, I thought I’d like to get 
a TT Special just to play around in the 
dirt,” Bill says, adding, “The first one I 
bought was a 1966 model — it’s not my 
original one, I would have taken any 
year; it’s just the way it happened. The 
’66 is absolutely pristine, so I was still 
looking for one to ride. That’s when 
I found the ’67 in Florida, and then I 
located a ’64 at a Mid-America auction 
in Las Vegas.” 

Learning from the expert
Jim Hiddleston of Mister Jim 

Motoren in Castricum, North Holland, 
Netherlands, restored the 1964 TT 
Special. With some 37 years of Triumph 
restoration under his belt, Jim is a 
noted marque expert and more than 
a little obsessive about Triumphs. 
“Through the years I have also listened 
to every old-timer, bought every book, 
magazine tear out and sales folder 

I could find,” he says. “I am blessed with an almost photo-
graphic memory and an obsession for detail. My only goal is to 
try and build them as well as the Triumph factory and as detail 
correct as possible. That also includes documenting them.”

Since Bill purchased the ’64, he and Jim have become good 
friends. And it was then, with three TT Specials to his name, that 
Bill realized he was more than halfway to owning all five years 
of production of the TT Special. He asked Jim to help him track 
down the remaining two machines to complete the collection, 
and Jim offered him a lead on a ’65 that came out of California. 
The 1963 TT Special in Bill’s possession was purchased directly 
from Jim, and it arrived on the farm in early 2016.
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Last-year 1967 TT Special exhaust 
routes down and under the engine, 
exiting in front of the rear wheel.

First-year 1963 TT Special had 
exhaust mounted high and running 
down both sides of the bike.



Ok, so now we can talk about specifications and develop-
ment of the TT Special, but not without first introducing two 
of the big Triumph players in North America, starting in 1938 
with Johnson Motors (JoMo) on the West Coast and in 1950 
The Triumph Corporation (TriCor) in Maryland on the East 
Coast. America’s appetite for Triumph motorcycles was pro-
digious, and these two distributors ensured a steady stream 
of machines rolled onto the roads. But the motorcycles were 
increasingly being used in the dirt, and especially in California 
as tools to conquer the desert. 

From the factory, the first offroad 
model appeared in 1949 as the TR5 
Trophy, which was based on the 
Speed Twin and its 500cc parallel 
twin engine. 

The Trophy had a high-level 
exhaust and the all-alloy square bar-
rel top end from Triumph’s World War 
II generator engine. In 1951 the TR5 
Trophy gained revised close fin alloy 
cylinders and head. 

Then, in 1956, Triumph offered 
the 650cc TR6 Trophy, an off-roader 
equipped with the larger single-carb 
649cc engine of the T110 Tiger, but 
updated with an aluminum head. 
The Trophy was in essence a street 
scrambler that could be ridden to 
work during the week, and then on 
the dirt on the weekend thanks to a 
quickly detachable Lucas headlight, 
high-level exhaust and moisture-
proof magneto.

From the Trophy to the T120 TT
The Trophy was a best-selling machine for Triumph when, late 

in 1958, Triumph introduced the twin-carb T120 Bonneville as 
their fastest road-going model for 1959. Looking anything but 
racy with its valanced fenders and old-school headlight nacelle, 
the Bonneville didn’t immediately catch fire; that happened in 
1960 when Triumph pared the motorcycle back and streamlined 
its design. This included an all-road Bonneville with high-level 
exhaust pipes, bash plate and Dunlop Trials tires that sold under 

the model code TR7/B. 
“During the late 1950s and early 

1960s, desert racing and other offroad 
events were getting to be a big deal 
on the West Coast,” Bill explains, “and 
riders and dealers alike were taking a 
TR6 or a Bonneville and stripping them 
down, removing parts such as the lights 
and speedometers to make desert racers 
out of the machines.”

And that led to the creation of the 
Triumph T120 TT. According to Jim 
Hiddleston, “[In 1962] it would appear 
that there had been some pre-produc-
tion conference between Triumph and 
the various worldwide distributors as 
there were several new variants of the 
T120 straight from the start. At the 
behest of the two American distribu-
tors a new range was created, with 
the T120R Bonneville Roadster and the 
T120C West Coast, which was to be the 
first purpose-built TT bike that Triumph 
produced,” Jim says.
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TT Special engines were stamped with a “C” 
from 1964-1966 only (above). The “TT” 
stamp came mid-1966 and was used to the 
end of production in 1967 (below).
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The first TT Special was built by special order for 
JoMo in December 1962 and featured Triumph’s latest 
unit-construction engine/transmission, now standard 
across the 650cc range of machines including the 
Thunderbird, Trophy and Bonneville models. The 
new engine used wider timing gears for quieter run-
ning, a smoother clutch, a nine-stud cylinder head, 
and rocker boxes with fins instead of the plain boxes 
found on the earlier pre-unit engines.

A JoMo brochure for 1963 listed the TT Special, 
excitedly describing it as “Stripped for action for 
experts only! The all-new Bonneville ‘TT’ Special is fit-
ted with special 12:1 compression pistons, oversized 
dual carburetors, AC magneto (no battery), and racing 
tires — specially designed for use in professional and 
non-professional competition by expert riders.”

That compression ratio figure is where the discrep-
ancies start. “The T120C (TT) model was supplied with 
special high compression pistons, with conflicting 
information listed in the build books and dispatch 
lists,” Jim says. “In 1963, it’s claimed 12:1 under part 
number CP160, but all the Triumph/Hepolite high-
comp pistons I have ever seen look the same, so pos-
sibly the heads were decked to up the compression.”

Later compression ratios were 11.2:1/CP201 in 
1964; 11.1:1/CP202 in 1965; 11:1/CP202 in 1966; and 
11:1 with the part number revised to E6867 in 1967. 
“The truth [about compression ratios]? Who knows? 
But it looks like they weaned off on the compression 
as development continued,” Jim says. Further com-
plicating matters, Triumph enthusiast Charles Rising 
asserts on his website (triumph-t120c-tt-special.com) 
that there never was an 11.2:1 compression version, a 
specification he puts down to a misprint in a Triumph 
parts supplement. Rising says there was always only 
the first 12:1 and the following 11:1 versions. 

And that leads to another discrepancy — in 1963 
Triumph didn’t stamp the crankcase with a “C” as in 
T120C. “If you see a 1963 Triumph that’s purported to 
be a TT and it’s got a C on the case after the T120, that’s 
a fictitious machine, and someone has re-stamped 
the case — they were called a C on paper but it wasn’t 
stamped on the engine or the frame,” Bill explains. 
“That began in 1964, with a C stamp. Furthermore, 
halfway through 1966, until the end of production 
in 1967, Triumph dropped the C and stamped them 
TT. For example, the early ’66 I have now is stamped 
T120C, and the ’67 is stamped T120TT.”

Further discrepancies about the T120 TT show up 
when production numbers enter the equation. “I’ve 
heard several different suggestions about how many 
of these bikes were built,” Bill says. “The 1963 model 
is rarer than the others, of course, but some sources 
say only seven were built, while others say 30 or 40, 
and I’ve also heard as many as 300 left Triumph. That’s 
quite a range, and getting it all straightened out is not 

Top to bottom: First-year 1963 TT 
Special; second-year 1964 TT Special, 
still with high pipes; third-year 1965 
TT Special, first year for larger exhaust 
pipes routed under the engine and 
exiting in front of the rear wheel.
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that simple to do.” According to Rising’s website, 315 
T120 TT Specials were built in 1963.

Model changes
There were, of course, a few changes across the 

range between 1963 and 1967, including the fenders; 
the ’63 in white came with painted alloy front and 
steel rear fenders. The machine was equipped with 
a pair of distinctive high exhaust pipes, one on each 
side of the bike.

In 1964, new forks were fitted, a magnetic tachom-
eter went on top, and polished aluminum fenders 
were used. The tank was painted gold, with Alaskan 
White on the bottom. For 1965, Triumph changed the 
exhaust pipes to larger 1-3/4-inch-diameter tubes 
and tucked them under the engine to exit in front 
of the rear wheel. There were new folding foot pegs 
and the paint was Pacific Blue with a silver bottom. 
Changes in 1966 to the engine included a new crank-
shaft and bearings, longer kickstart lever and differ-
ent valve springs. The frame was de-raked from 65 
degrees to 62 degrees and the swingarm was wider. 
A new, smaller, 2-1/2-gallon gas tank in Alaskan 
White with Grenadier Red was finished off with new 
Triumph badges. Says Jim, “That tank design probably 
sold more Triumphs than any other modification they 
ever made!”

As already noted, mid-year through 1966 Triumph 
began stamping engines and frames with the TT 
designation and dropped the C. The final year for 
the model was 1967, and the engine had stronger 
connecting rods while stainless steel fenders now 
covered the wheels. On some of the last ’67s, Amal 
Concentric carburetors replaced the Monobloc carbs 
previously used. Early ’67s were finished Aubergine 
with gold on the bottom of the tank, while later mod-
els had a white bottom.

When Bill was racing his 1966 TT Special, he says 
he was 6 feet 2 inches tall and weighed 160 pounds 
soaking wet. Given his size — tall but light — he 
thinks the TT Special was an exceptional machine.

“That bike handled so well completely stock,” Bill 
says. “Out on the pavement just messing around, 
you could go through the twisties power sliding the 
rear. In the dirt, you never felt like you were fighting 
it, you were always in control. It was comfortable and 
usually very predictable.” Bill doesn’t know what hap-
pened to his original 1966 Triumph, but if anyone has 
T120TT DU39586 in their collection, he’d be delighted 
to hear about it. And so would we.

Although exact details regarding the Triumph T120 
TT Specials might be something of an enigma, there’s 
no denying this one fact: The machines are very good 
looking and in the right hands — such as Eddie 
Mulder with his numerous TT victories for Triumph 
throughout the 1960s — very purposeful. MC

Top to bottom: Fourth-year 1966 TT 
Special featured new crankshaft and 

62-degree fork rake versus earlier 
65-degree; fifth and final-year 1967 TT 
Special; Bill on his 1966 TT Special on 

the day he uncrated it in 1966!



THE SAME, 
BUT DIFFERENT
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A surprising number of the products of these early American 
manufacturers have survived and are now, not surprisingly, valu-
able collectibles. One highly sought-after motorcycle was made 
by the smallest of America’s inline four builders — Cleveland. 

Although America’s love affair with the automobile, immea-
surably sparked before World War I with the introduction of 
the Ford Model T in 1908, had dried up much of the market 
for commuter motorcycles, a few small, inexpensive machines 
continued to be popular. One of these was the Cleveland 
2-stroke. Built in Cleveland, Ohio, this peppy, fun-to-ride 221cc 
single built up a following. Introduced in 1915, it was gradually 
improved over the years, its engine growing to 269cc to cope 
with increased weight of 195 pounds. 

Looking to expand their market beyond their 2-stroke single, 
in 1923 Cleveland bought rival Reading Standard, which was 
known for its sidevalve technology and front suspension. 
Cleveland studied Reading Standard’s twins and built a 4-stroke 
single, but it wasn’t a success and likely set back company 
finances. But instead of returning to its 2-stroke single, manage-
ment decided to build a 4-cylinder motorcycle. 

Built for America
The first inline four was built in Belgium by FN in 1905. Perry 

Pierce, the son of the manufacturer of the exclusive Pierce-
Arrow automobile, bought one while he was on a tour of Europe 
and persuaded Pop Pierce to front him the money to start a fac-
tory to build a similar motorcycle. Built from 1909 to 1914, the 
Pierce failed — it cost too much to build and had only mediocre 
performance. 

Yet American motorcyclists wanted comfortable machines 
with significant horsepower, and although it ultimately failed, 
the Pierce showed that an inline four could be built to be 
(relatively) quiet and very smooth, making an all-day ride fun 
instead of an endurance contest. In 1912, William Henderson 
started production of the first of his two excellent inline fours, 
the Henderson. He followed it up in late 1919 with the Ace. 

Fours were more expensive and more complicated than 
singles or twins, and were by extension purchased by people 
with more money than the average motorcyclist — and police 
departments. In 1925, when Cleveland’s directors decided to 
retool for a Four, many police departments were putting their 
patrolmen on Henderson or Ace fours. The big, solid Henderson 
was especially popular with motor cops, although it was heavy. 
The people at Cleveland thought they could do better. 

Cleveland’s first try at a four was designed by L.E. Fowler, 
and sold no better than the 4-stroke single. It was underpow-
ered and it didn’t handle well. Company finances most likely 

AAt one point before World War I there were more 

than 100 motorcycle factories in the U.S. Most of 

these were gone before 1914, killed off by changes 

wrought by the Great War then raging in Europe 

and the popularity of the Ford Model T, but a few 

soldiered on until the Great Depression.

1927 Cleveland
4-45 and 4-61

Story by Margie Siegal
Photos by Sedrick Mitchell



took another hit. Refusing to give up, the company hired Everett 
DeLong, an understudy to Arthur Lemon, the chief engineer of 
Ace, and asked him to draw a four. This bike, the 4-45 (four cyl-
inders, 45 cubic inches), had an inlet-over-exhaust top end. The 
cylinders were formed by one casting and the top end by another. 
The transmission housing was cast integral with the lower end, 
but the gears could be removed through the side of the transmis-
sion, a feature unique to this design. 

Most bikes of the era had very primitive oiling systems, but 

the 4-45 had a gear-driven pump from 
the wet sump that ensured a reasonable 
supply of oil via splash lubrication to 
all cylinders. The styling was attractive, 
and the reinforced double cradle frame 
and cushion front fork added up to a 
good handling machine. The bike was 
very light, weighing 350 pounds when a 
Henderson Four weighed 455 pounds. To 
make up for the rigid rear, the seat rode 
on a pair of springs. Braking was limited 
to a single band brake on the rear wheel 
(American manufacturers didn’t adopt a 

front brake until 1928, when most, including Cleveland, Harley-
Davidson, Indian and Henderson, brought them out simultane-
ously) but as most roads outside major cities were gravel and 
speeds were low, quick stopping wasn’t as important. 

Not enough
The new 4-45 made few inroads into the all-important police 

market. Next to a Henderson, the Cleveland looked fragile, and 
the bigger 79-cubic-inch Henderson and 75-cubic-inch Ace 

Corbin-Brown speedometer on the 
4-45 has odometer and trip meter 
(above far left). The speedo drive is 
taken from the rear sprocket (above).



(bought by Indian in 1927 and soon to be the Indian 4) were swift 
enough to run down the faster automobiles of the day. Cleveland 
engineers went back to the drawing boards, returning with a 
new, larger machine, the 4-61, which was announced in August 
1927. Featuring a rubber-mounted 61-cubic-inch engine, it was 
rumored to be capable of 90mph. It also featured a side stand, 
making it one of the first to have one as standard equipment. 

About this time the Cleveland company started shopping for a 
buyer. The various model revisions had used up precious working 
capital, and financial pressure was growing. Harley-Davidson was 
apparently interested for a while, but then decided no. Somehow, 
Cleveland soldiered on, and in 1929 introduced the Tornado. With 
a lower saddle, magnesium alloy pistons and a higher compres-
sion ratio, the Tornado was supposed to be capable of 100mph. 

Cleveland engineers designed still another upgraded model, 
the Century, which was selling in small quantities when the 
stock market crashed in October 1929. The Century had a spe-
cial exhaust system with an expansion chamber, larger intake 
ports, polished exhaust ports, and a beefed-up front suspension. 
Despite this exciting development, management, disheartened 
by the state of the economy, threw in the towel and the factory 
was closed in late 1929 or early 1930. During the 15 or so years 
Cleveland was in business, it produced about 40,000 motorcy-
cles, most of them the small 2-stroke. It has been estimated that 
about 2,000 of the 4-cylinder models were built. 

Clevelands today
Despite the Depression and the scrap iron drives of World War 

II, a few people held onto their Clevelands and their stashes of 
Cleveland parts. In the early 1950s, when most Americans were 
out buying the latest in consumer appliances and automobiles, 
a few eccentrics started collecting old American motorcycles. The 
collectors remained a tiny minority through the 1960s and early 
1970s, but as the 1970s progressed, more folks got interested. 
As increasing numbers of people started buying old bikes in the 
1980s, prices started to jump, and today, machines that were 
worth no more than their scrap iron value for 40 years are now 
sought-after collector’s items. The lucky owners of our two fea-
tured Cleveland survivors are Rick Wolfe and Mike Terry. 

Rick Wolfe has been collecting motorcycles since he was a 
precocious 14-year-old. Starting with a 1969 Yamaha RD350, he 
gradually built his present collection. “My father tried to discour-
age me. He rode motorcycles in the Thirties and Forties, Harleys 
and Indians. It didn’t work. Anyone can have money,” Rick says, 
“but not cool old bikes!” Rick raced dirt bikes for JAWA for a while, 
then rode British bikes, evolved into Harleys and then started 
getting interested in rarities. He also rides a high-wheel bicycle 
in period costume at events. He was doing a heritage show, rid-
ing his high wheeler and displaying his Cleveland single, when he 
was approached by an older man who wanted to know whether 
Rick wanted another Cleveland — a four. The bike was, naturally, 
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The larger 4-61 engine (left) was based on the 4-45 (right), but benefited from a larger bore and stroke.
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in a barn, an hour and a half away, but Rick was undaunted and 
he went to take a look at the four, which turned out to be a 4-61.

“There was a lot of debris around, typical farm junk,” Rick 
recalls. “We walked into the barn, and there were four pickup 
trucks with their wheels off. The Cleveland was in a corner, what 
there was of it — someone had taken the engine out of the frame 
and used it to power a midget race car. There were some cycle 
parts along with the engine, but all the sheet metal had gone 
to the landfill. I bought it and it took 10 years to put a running 
motorcycle together.”

In contrast, Mike Terry’s Cleveland 4-45 
was almost complete when he bought it. 
Mike was riding and building choppers 
— until he saw a photo of a 1937 Harley-
Davidson UL in Easyriders magazine. “I 
said, ‘That looked good!” and he decided 
to find his own classic. Mike spent a lot 
of time working in a body shop, and has 
advanced sheet metal skills. He’s also 
not bad as a wrench. “At the time, no one 
had any money. I bought two VLs out 
of a basement, basically I was looking for parts. I put my bike 
together and sold the other bike and a truckload of parts.” The 
VL, with its big flathead twin, was just as good as Mike thought 
it would be. “I just rode that thing everywhere. It always started,” 
he says, and he still has the VL in his collection. 

Mike got his Cleveland from Todd Bertrang, also a committed 
collector of vintage American bikes. “Todd found the 4-45 looking 
in Hemmings Motor News. He flew out to where the owner was, but 
had to scramble for enough money to do the deal. He borrowed 
some from me and promised that if he ever sold the bike, I would 
get first refusal. So Todd buys the bike, rents a minivan, tears out 
the back seat, throws the bike in there and drives cross country.

“Ten years pass. In the meantime, Todd found an actual new-
old-stock rear sprocket and brake drum — one of the few parts 
missing on the bike. Irv Truax put the engine together. It took a 
year. He started it on the stand and it was still hot when I put it 
in Todd’s truck. But one day Todd looked at his collection and 
decided he had five non-running Clevelands, which were too 
many not runners, and asked me if I would buy this one. I had to 
sell an original paint belt drive Flying Merkel to finance the deal. 
It was all there, but in a box.” 

Mike did his own bodywork and painting, except for re-sol-
dering the tank, a specialist operation. 
Early American motorcycle tanks were 
soldered together, and after a number of 
years the vibrating engine and general 
wear and tear can cause the tank to leak. 
At that point is has to be taken apart, 
cleaned and re-soldered, and it has to 
be done right. The Cleveland’s tank was 
put together by old time collector George 
Hood. 

At the time, Mike didn’t have a proper 
garage to work in, just a small shed. He only had space to paint 
one fender at a time, but despite limited facilities, the bike came 
together. Parts for Cleveland fours are pretty much unobtain-
able, and Mike was lucky — his four came with all the original 
parts except for the battery carrier and tool box, which had to be 
remade from scratch. Pinstriping was done by the one and only 
Glen Weisgerber, a well-known New Jersey airbrush artist. 

Despite the age, value and rarity of these machines, both Rick 
and Mike ride their bikes. Mike uses premium gas “with just 
a touch of Marvel Mystery Oil.” It acts as a top-end lube and 
it’s a product many prewar motorcycle owners swear by. The  
magneto was rebuilt by Irv when he rebuilt the engine, and Mike 

“Despite the age, value 
and rarity of these 

machines, both Rick and 
Mike ride their bikes.”
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says the hot magneto allied with the 
engine’s low compression makes the 
4-45 easy to start.

Rick gives detailed starting instruc-
tions: “My engine was rebuilt by Jim 
Carson, and it now works like clock-
work. You engage the choke and put 
your finger on the kill button so it won’t 
fire while you are doing one primer kick 
to draw gas into the carburetor. Then 
you release the kill button, put the 
choke on the start notch — marked on 
these old Schebler carburetors — and 
kick it. It will start on the first kick. Then 
you let it warm up a little and put the 
choke lever in the run position and you are ready to take off,” 
Rick says.

Both Rick and Mike say their bikes handle well and have a 
light, sporty feel to them. “My bike has the sport bars,” Rick says, 
noting that they give more leverage, and remarking that the seat 
is actually pretty comfortable and that Cleveland patented the 
seat suspension. The 1927 Clevelands had rear brakes only, and 
Rick has improved his with Green Gripper brake lining, an anti-
slip material. “It stops as good as it gets for a band brake, but I 

wouldn’t want to ride it in a rainstorm.” The backrest is a period 
accessory. As for the engine, Rick loves its exhaust note. “It 
sounds like a Model T on steroids,” he says, adding, “it’s such a 
sexy machine. I like the design, the narrowness of the bike. Nice 
straight aerodynamics. I’ve owned Indians and Harleys — they 
don’t have the lines.” 

“I like that bike,” Mike says. “I’ve had it up to 50mph, with 
room to go faster. It’s a little, underpowered hot rod, he says. 
“It’s a cool little bike.” MC

Mike Terry aboard his Cleveland 
4-45 (on left) and Rick Wolfe 

aboard his Cleveland 4-61.



ON WINGS OF 
GREEN AND GOLD
Aermacchi’s Flying 250 Singles
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Giulio Macchi’s company built some of the world’s fastest air-
craft in the interwar years and during World War II. In 1934, the 
Macchi MC72 set an absolute world record speed of 440.7mph 
that held for five years, and is still the fastest speed ever achieved 
by a propeller-driven seaplane.

Chimera
Much like Honda, Aermacchi had a Dream. On joining the 

company in 1956, chief designer Alfredo Bianchi was tasked with 
creating an all-new production motorcycle. Bianchi borrowed 
styling ideas from the automobile industry to produce a futuris-
tic-looking motorcycle with fully enclosed bodywork that hid the 
mechanical components. These included a compact, lightweight 
175cc 4-stroke engine and an ingenious swingarm rear suspen-
sion controlled by a single spring/shock unit.

While the Chimera (Italian for “dream”) created a sensation 
at the 1956 Milan show and was well received by the motorcycle 
press, it failed to impress potential buyers, and was an abject 
commercial failure (see Motorcycle Classics, March/April 2014).

Under considerable pressure from Aermacchi management, 
Bianchi needed a new design in a hurry. For expediency, he 
decided to keep the Chimera’s spine frame (modified for dual 
rear shocks), its powertrain and running gear. He discarded the 
controversial bodywork and adopted contemporary Italian sport 
motorcycle styling, adding some touches of his own. The result 
was the 1958 Ala Bianca (white wing) and Ala Rossa (red wing).

Ala Rossa
Both retained the Chimera’s 175cc overhead valve 4-stroke, 

4-speed unit-construction powerplant with its characteristic 
near-horizontal cylinder and vertically split cases. The light alloy 
cylinder head capped a cast-iron barrel of 60mm bore. The built-
up crankshaft ran on a roller bearing big end and had a stroke of 
61mm for 172.4cc. A gear pump circulated oil from the wet sump, 
and drive to the wet multiplate clutch was by helical gears. A 
4-speed gearbox drove the rear wheel by chain. Feeding the 6-volt 
lighting circuit and providing sparks was a crankshaft-mounted 
generator. 

The Ala Bianca used an 18mm Dell’Orto UB-series carburetor 
for 9.4 horsepower at 6,500rpm, while the Ala Rossa featured 
higher 9:1 compression and a 22mm Dell’Orto for 13 horsepower 
at 6,700rpm. The rest of the running gear was borrowed from the 
Chimera, including its 17-inch wheels running on 2.5-inch front 
and 2.75-inch rear tires, and full-width alloy drum brakes. This 
gave the Ala Rossa a respectable top speed of around 76mph, 
a competitive performance in Italy’s important 175cc sport bike 
class. 

Ala Verde and Ala d’Oro
Within a year the Ala Rossa was joined by a 250cc version, the 

Ala Verde. It was identical in most respects to the 175 except for 
bore and stroke of 66mm x 72mm for 246cc and a wider 3-inch 
rear tire. With 8.5:1 compression and a 24mm Dell’Orto, the Ala 
Verde produced 18 horsepower at 6,700rpm, good for a top speed 
of 82mph. A touring version of the 250, the Ala Azzurra, with a 
smaller carburetor and lower compression, was also available. 

At the same time, the factory also produced what were essen-
tially race-ready editions of the 175 and 250 bikes with the name 
Ala d’Oro, or gold wing. The 250 version used 10.2:1 compres-
sion and a remote-float 30mm Dell’Orto SS1 to produce 25 
horsepower at 9,000rpm. Straight-cut gears replaced the helical 
primary drive of the street bikes, and the ignition was total loss. 

Story and photos by Robert Smith

SStop me if you’ve heard this one before: Italian 

aircraft manufacturer, banned from building 

planes after World War II, decides to focus on 

two-wheeled transportation. Sound familiar? 

You could choose from, among others: Piaggio 

(Vespa), MV Agusta or Aeronautica Macchi.



Brakes were upgraded to Oldani twin-leading-shoe front and 
single-leading-shoe rear with magnesium hubs. Weighing just 
225 pounds, the 250 Ala d’Oro claimed a top speed of 110mph.

Racing
Aermacchi singles turned out to be very competitive in pro-

duction racing in 175cc classes in continental Europe and in the 
250cc class in Britain. Their overhead valve engine technology 
may have seemed pedestrian for a race bike, but provided the 
benefit of simplicity without giving away too much performance 
to more sophisticated machines. The rigid spine frame also lent 
the Ala d’Oro and Ala Verde superior handling and light weight. 
Though not as reliable as they might have been, the Aermacchis 
racked up some notable results. Perhaps their most impressive 
performance was in the 1964 Manx Grand Prix 250cc class, when 
four of the first six bikes home were Aermacchis.

By this time, though, it was clear some development was 
required, especially for the race bikes: a bigger bore and shorter 
stroke (72mm x 61mm) gave 248cc; an alloy cylinder replaced the 
iron item; the big end bearing became a double roller; the trans-
mission gained one gear to make five; the camshaft ran on needle 
roller bearings; and the clutch was converted to run dry, making 
the race bikes easier to push-start — Le Mans style!

Now with much better reliability, the “dry clutch” 250s contin-
ued to be competitive in Europe, while another engine stretch to 
344cc (74mm x 80mm) produced a potent competitor in 350cc GP 
racing. Renzo “Paso” Pasolini finished third in the 350cc Grand 
Prix world championship in 1966, with Kel Carruthers repeating 
that achievement in 1968 behind the multi-cylinder might of 



Honda, Benelli and MV Agusta.
The 350 performed particularly well in the Isle of Man Junior TT, 

placing sixth in 1965, fourth, fifth 
and sixth in 1967, fourth and sixth 
in 1968, and with four machines 
finishing in the top ten in 1969! 
The Aermacchi 350 has remained 
popular in historic club racing to 
this day.

CR and CRTT
Aermacchi produced limited 

numbers of race-tuned machines 
for U.S. flat track and road racing, 
designated CR and CRTT, respec-
tively. These borrowed engine 
technology from the Ala d’Oro 
racers, both the long-stroke and 
(later) short-stroke versions. They 
were especially popular in AMA 
Grand National championship rac-
ing, which included both dirt track 
and tarmac races. Apparently, the 
CR was never supplied complete 
from Italy, the rigid-rear frame 
being built in the U.S. Notable 
riders who developed their careers 
on CR/TTs included Cal Rayborn 
and Gene Romero. 

Also developed for the U.S. mar-
ket was a motocross machine, the 
CRS, usually fitted with a 4-speed 
gear set, presumably more robust 
in offroad competition.

Mark’s Ala Verde
A dedicated Ducati enthusiast, Mark Haapalainen of  

Richmond, British Columbia, 
Canada, hadn’t considered restor-
ing an Aermacchi until a search 
for a suitable bike from Bologna 
came up negative. 

“I had been searching for a 
small-bore Italian bike,” Mark 
says. “Originally, I had wanted to 
get a smaller Ducati, a 175 or 250, 
but all the ones I could locate 
that were in reasonable condition, 
they were asking too much. And 
the ones that were reasonably 
priced were in really rough shape. 
I then thought about others, and 
Aermacchis came up.” 

Unable to locate a suitable 
Aermacchi in Canada, Mark even-
tually found what he was looking 
for — the basis for a streetable café 
racer — at Lancaster Aermacchi 
Sprints in Tampico, Illinois. 

Ex-racer Ron Lancaster builds 
and restores Aermacchis as well 
as selling parts (aermacchisprint 
.com). Lancaster wasn’t able to 
provide much background on 
the Ala Verde he was selling, 
except that it had come from 
Ohio and had been a road 
race bike. It also contained a 
curious mix of Aermacchi  
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The engine is a CRTT race unit, but fitted with a 
72mm long-stroke crankshaft.



components. The serial number indicated that the engine start-
ed out as a 1967 U.S.-market 250cc short-stroke CRTT with the 
correct magneto ignition, dry clutch, straight cut primary gears 
and 5-speed transmission.

“It had the CRTT motor,” Mark says. “But curiously it also had 
the generator as well on the other side.” 

As Mark was planning to build a street bike, having the 6-volt 
generator in place was a bonus. But only the street bikes had 
a generator. So that pointed to the 
engine having been built up from 
parts, or having had major repairs 
at some time. But as none of the 
Aermacchi street bikes came with 
a dry clutch or straight-cut primary 
gears, it was definitely a race motor.

“Ron was of the opinion that some-
one had blown up the original motor 
and had gotten the street bike lower 
end … because it has the full CRTT 
top end, including all the valves and 
valve gear. It has all of the correct 
camshafts and everything else for 
the 1966-1967 CRTT-based motors,” 
Mark says.

It also turned out Mark’s engine 
had been fitted with the earlier 72mm 
long-stroke crankshaft. So the most 
likely explanation is that the short-
stroke CRTT engine had been blown 
up, and the bottom end replaced with an earlier long-stroke crank 
from a street bike — hence the generator.

“It’s a 72mm stroke crank … but a 72mm piston, which makes 
it 293cc, not a 250, so it’s a mix of long stroke and short stroke.” 
The frame that came with Mark’s bike also showed a checkered 
past: “It was a 1967 250SS-based frame. So that’s another curious 
thing about it, because it had rearsets on it and a racing alloy fuel 
tank,” he says.

Racer on the road
“What I wanted was a European period-style sports-racer-look 

bike with clip-ons,  but with a headlight and all the lighting. I 
looked at a lot of photos online trying to get the color and the 
patterns and everything else,” Mark says.

The decals came from Moto Italia in California (motoitalia.
parts), while many other parts including the battery box and 
toolbox were found at Harley-Davidson dealers across the coun-

try, especially in the Midwest, where 
there seemed to be a network of deal-
ers with older Aermacchi parts. Mark 
says if he called a dealer looking for 
parts and they didn’t have what he 
was looking for, they would always 
give him a referral.

“They’d say ‘Well, try calling these 
guys,’ and they would give me phone 
numbers, and all these names, and 
I’d call them and they’d be the parts 
guys at one of these older Harley-
Davidson dealerships.”

Once he had most of the required 
parts, Mark completely dismantled 
the Ala Verde for blasting and paint, 
then reassembled it, adding the nec-
essary components for street use.

“I’m very happy with the result,” 
Mark says. “It looks exactly as I was 
hoping it would and all of the positive 

feedback I’ve had is reinforcement of that. I think I hit it pretty 
close.”

Mark hasn’t yet had the opportunity to ride the Aermacchi: A 
house move and inclement weather mean the bike has been in 
storage until now. But he also hopes the Ala Verde will be eligible 
for the Moto Giro d’California next year.

“That’s still in the background, I think,” Mark says. “That’d be 
the ultimate, once I get it truly sorted out.” MC

Owner Mark Haapalainen with 
his Aermacchi Ala Verde (above). 

Although clearly used as a road 
race bike at some juncture, its full 

history is lost to time.

A round slide Mikuni VM carburetor replaces the 
original Dell’Orto unit.
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1955 VINCENT 998CC SERIES D BLACK KNIGHT
Sold for $150,000

1952 VINCENT 998CC SERIES C BLACK SHADOW
Sold for $135,000

bonhams.com/vegas

1914 FEILBACH LIMITED 10HP
Sold for $195,000

CONSIGNMENTS NOW INVITED  FOR UPCOMING  
MOTORCYCLE AUCTIONS 
To inquire about consigning to
THE LAS VEGAS AUCTION, JANUARY 2018
please contact: 
+1 (323) 436 5470
nick.smith@bonhams.com
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LOOKING 
PAST 
THE PAST
Greg Hageman’s Harley-Davidson XLR Tribute

In terms of vintage and classic motorcycles, what if we could 
go back in time to create a bike that commands the nostalgia 

and charisma normally associated with old iron, yet engineer it in 
such a way that we benefit from today’s technology?

Bike-builder Greg Hageman pondered that concept and came 
up with a plan. Although he knows that there’s no way to really 
jump back in time, he figured he’d create a motorcycle that gave 
a worthy salute to yesteryear anyway, bringing with it the conve-
nience of modern components. Things like disc brakes, electronic 
ignition, self-adjusting hydraulic valves — even a carburetor that 
doesn’t require a gentle tickle to initiate proper gas flow — found 
their way into the build.

LLet’s play the “what if” game: What if we could go 

back in time, but take with us the conveniences 

and amenities that we enjoy today?

Story by Dain Gingerelli
Photos by Erick Runyon
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XLR tribute
People who’ve religiously been thumbing through the pages of 

Motorcycle Classics magazine for more than a few years might recog-
nize Hageman’s name. MC has featured two Hageman-built bikes 
in past issues; his Yamaha Virago 920 café racer was chronicled 
in the May/June 2012 issue, and a time-honoring Yamaha Seca 
900 café racer borne by his shop, Hageman Cycles, is forever part 
of MC’s May/June 2015 edition. Now we give you his tribute to 
Harley-Davidson’s vaunted XLR, an early Sportster model crafted 
for one primary purpose, and that was to win TT races.

To appreciate Hageman’s tribute bike, based on a 2003 XL883, 
it’s best to have an understanding about the original XLR. To do 
that we need to travel back to 1958, one year after Harley launched 

the first-ever XL that replaced the aging K model flathead in the 
lineup. Interestingly, there’s little or no evidence of XLR models 
listed in period marketing or sales literature, although accord-
ing to Allan Girdler’s book, Harley Racers: Machines and Men From 
Flat Track, Hillclimb, Speedway and Road Racing, an XLR developed 
at the time sported a rigid frame and no brakes, a design clearly 
intended to conform to the flat track trends of that era. 

According to Girdler, Clyde Denzer, H-D racing department 
head Dick O’Brien’s right hand man from 1959-1983 before 
becoming H-D’s racing team manager following O’Brien’s retire-
ment, said that “to the best of his knowledge that rigid XLR was 
the only one built. None were offered to the public, he says, and 
no rigid XLRs were ever sold.” 



Instead, Harley offered what became known as the XLRTT, a 
bike destined for the flat tracks of America. The bike rolled to 
the line with front and rear brakes and a swingarm rear suspen-
sion — and number plates. 

Speaking of journeys back in time, Hageman worked for a 
Harley dealer some years back. “When I worked at the Harley 
dealer, I loved it when some of the older riders would come in 
and tell me stories — they were the best.” He mentions, too, a 
friend who rode back in those halcyon days, telling Hageman 
about the bikes he and his companions rode. “They were ride-
anywhere and do-anything bikes,” Hageman quotes his old 
friend. “If they [the riders] wanted to ride offroad or out in the 
woods with their Sporty, that’s how they equipped them. Built 
them to ride,” he proudly told Hageman.

History books support those words, too. As early as 1953 
Harley built what amounted to an experimental race XLR that 
was entered and ridden in the Catalina Grand Prix the same year 
by a young racer named Don Brown. Brown later became edi-
tor for Cycle magazine before moving on to be general manager 
for Johnson Motors, the West Coast distributor for Triumph 
motorcycles. 

According to Buzz Buzzelli’s book, Harley-Davidson Sportster 
Performance Handbook, “The prototype was whisked away and 
never seen again until production street machines began 
appearing on showroom floors a couple of years later.” Buzzelli 
didn’t give details about the bike, but sketchy photos indicate 
that the prototype XLR was based more on the K model and 
its flathead engine than the overhead valve configuration that 
showed up in 1957.

In any case, even though the original XL Sportster was 
intended for street use, racers raced them. Perhaps the earliest 

success was enjoyed by Michigan-based Harley dealer Gerald 
McGovern who entered a modified XL in the 1957 Cowbell 
Classic Enduro, which he won handily. To get an idea how tough 
McGovern and his XL were, the combination beat 413 other 
competitors, of which only 115 — including McGovern — fin-
ished the two-day, 500-mile event. Try that with a UJM or other 
street-based motorcycle today and see how far you get.

Inspiration
It was those early XLs that inspired Hageman for this par-

ticular build. As he put it, “You could always tell an old diehard 
biker from their limp, either from an accident or kicker mishap.” 
With that in mind, Hageman set about to follow through with 
his XLR tribute, and the first step of the journey required a 
donor bike, leading to the purchase of a rather pristine and 
low-mileage 2003 Sportster resplendent with its unique 100th 
anniversary black-and-silver paint job. The price for the bike was 
a paltry $2,800, and when Hageman realized he wasn’t going to 
be apprehended for grand theft, he began the build. “I stripped 
off a ton of extra weight,” he begins, “so I could make it kind of 
a scrambler style.”

He hung the bike’s old tins on his garage wall to join about 50 
other gas tanks that didn’t make the cut for previous projects. 
He replaced the stock 3.3-gallon gas tank with a new 2.1-gallon 
peanut tank found on the current-model Sportster Forty-Eight 
and he bobbed the rear fender. Gone, too, is the front fender, 
replaced with an aluminum fork brace that shoulders the stubby 
aluminum fender that Hageman fabricated. 

“I was originally going to put a number plate on it, with no 
headlight,” Hageman says, but then his sensible side prevailed, 
which accounts for the Bates-style headlight up front. There’s 
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also a small speedometer mount-
ed to the upper triple tree (affixed 
using cool mounting brackets that 
Hageman fashioned out of stain-
less steel spokes), and the bobbed rear fender was left naked; 
a small, round LED taillight subtly resides on the tip of the 
swingarm’s left leg, the wiring discreetly leading to the bike’s 
now-minimalist electronics. 

Since Hageman’s Sportster was destined for more than street 
use, he beefed up the suspension with Progressive Suspension 
fork springs and Hagon rear shock absorbers that boast stain-
less steel springs. “I use Hagons on all my builds,” boasts 
Hageman. Rolling stock consists of Buchanan stainless-steel 
spokes laced to stock XL hubs and Excel shoulder rims (19 x 
2.15 inches at the front, and 18 x 2.5 inches at the rear), wrapped 
with ball-busting Continental TKC tires, 110/80 x 19-inch front 
and 140/80 x 18-inch rear. Those big-block knobbies are the 
perfect combination for offroad and street use, Hageman says.

Motivation
The 883cc engine represents Hageman’s keep-it-simple-

stupid theory of building. The Sportster engine’s innards 
remain stock, while a slight re-jet to the stock carburetor puts 
it in step with the Supertrapp headers capped with a stainless-
steel resonator of unknown origin, another item that Hageman 

located while shopping eBay for 
other components on this XL-cum-
XLR scrambler. Additional custom 
work by him includes the aluminum 
bash-plate he fashioned to shelter 
the engine’s bottom side while on 
the trail.

The vintage-looking seat is actu-
ally an item straight off Lowbrow 

Customs’ selection of customer-ready Sully’s seats. And those 
red-sparkle, barrel-shape hand grips? They’re oldies that 
Hageman located years ago before stashing them in his tool-
box for a future project. “They looked right for this project, so I 
plucked them out,” he said. They’re relics from the Seventies or 
Eighties, originating from Backman Auto & Bicycle Company. To 
maintain the old-school theme, a flat track-style handlebar from 
EMGO completes the front end. The vintage-style rear-fender 
luggage rack is a genuine H-D quick-detach accessory, found in 
today’s Motor Company catalog! “I put it there because I knew 
that I’ll be taking stuff with me when I ride offroad,” Hageman 
says, “but I think it [the bike] looks cooler without it.”

No matter, because any way you look at this modern-day 
scrambler, the bike echoes the coolness found in any genu-
ine classic motorcycle. That includes the custom gold-and-
cream paint job applied by Moe Roberts of Moe Colors. And 
after Hageman has had a chance to flog his throw-back bike 
through the woods, we’ll be curious to see if he reports to work 
on Monday with a slight limp. You know, the way the old tim-
ers often walked back in the day when XLRs and XLCHs ruled 
the roost. MC

The bike is still undergoing 
changes, as the aftermarket Bates 
headlight has since been replaced 
by an offset light in a number 
plate (far left). The Sportster 
engine remains stock for simplicity.



READY 
FOR ANY 
ROAD
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For all the furor when Ducati launched its Scrambler sub-
brand back in 2014, many people overlooked that Triumph 
invented the street scrambler category back in 1949 with the 
TR5 Trophy, named after the Speed Twin-based bikes Triumph 
built for the 1948 International Six Days Trial, which won three 
gold medals and the Manufacturers Team trophy. The TR5 
Trophy powered Triumph’s expansion in the U.S., where street 
scramblers became a big deal in the 1960s, with Triumphs the 
class kingpins, dominating desert racing and enduro events 
for the next two decades. 

Still, for a lot of fans of Triumph’s yesterdays, the 650cc 
TR6C Trophy as introduced for 1966 is the most alluring of 
the many different models in Triumph’s back catalog. With 
its rakish stance and high-rise handlebars, it still looks dead 
cool even today. The TR6C was initially produced in two ver-
sions. The Western model sold on the Pacific side of the 
Rockies (nicknamed “Desert Sled”) featured stacked cross-over 
open exhausts running at waist level down the left, while the 
Eastern variant, sold everywhere else in the U.S., had high-
rise silenced exhausts positioned one each side of the bike, 
offering dual-purpose practicality with added street cred as 
the ultimate classic-era street scrambler. Of the two versions, 
the Western TR6C version is the one that has etched itself in 
the Brit-bike subconscious as the epitome of California cool. 

Recent days
New Triumph owner John Bloor’s men reinvented the TR5/

TR6 Trophy in a modern context back in 2006, with the advent 
of the first-series T100-powered 865cc Scrambler model. Its 
John Mockett-styling brilliantly captured the various design 
cues of the original, even if the stacked high-level exhausts 
with their crossover headers had to swap sides, since the left 
side battery box got in the way. Triumph thus kickstarted the 
current fashion for tarmac scramblers with this bike — a sec-
tor re-embraced eight years later not only by Ducati, but also 
by BMW and even Moto Guzzi — and aside from adding fuel 
injection and some minor changes, it’s remained largely the 
same ever since. Now they’ve updated it with the new-for-2017 
Street Scrambler model based on the 900cc Street Twin intro-
duced a year ago. For 2017 the Bonneville lineup comprises 
an array of 10 different models on two distinct platforms, 
and while designed and developed in the U.K. at Triumph’s 
Hinckley base, these will all be manufactured in Thailand at 
the company’s three factories south of Bangkok.

Alongside the big-bore 1,200cc T120, T120 Black, Thruxton, 
Thruxton R and Bobber, the 900cc Street Twin standard model 
introduced a year ago has been joined by the Bonneville T100 
and T100 Black, plus the Street Scrambler and Street Cup café 
racer in the lineup of bikes powered by the smaller capacity 
single-cam version of Triumph’s new generation liquid-cooled 
8-valve parallel-twin engine. 

Story by Alan Cathcart
Photos by Matteo Cavadini and Alessio Barbanti

Triumph Street Scrambler

WWith the debut of the new Street Scrambler, 

Triumph has taken another look in its rearview 

mirror by launching this revamped tribute to one of 

the most successful models in its 1960s lineup, the 

go-anywhere Trophy street enduro. 



Starting at $10,700, depending on 
which of the three available colors 
is chosen, the new Triumph is more 
expensive than the entry-level Ducati 
Scrambler Icon ($8,895) by $1,805, but 
less costly than Ducati’s more rugged 
new $11,395 Desert Sled or the twice 
as powerful BMW R nineT Scrambler, 
which at a $13,000 starting price isn’t 
really the direct competitor the Ducatis 
surely are.

Reaching showrooms in the spring 
of 2017, the new Street Scrambler will 
carry Triumph’s hopes for similar sales 
success to the outgoing 865cc model. 
The company’s engineering team has 
taken the Street Twin and retuned its 
900cc engine for greater torque spread, 
while also revamping the chassis for 
notional dual-purpose use by repositioning the footpegs in 
a better position for offroad riding, and fitting longer rear 
shocks. But with just 4.7 inches (120mm) of travel at either 

end from its KYB suspension, some-
what limited ground clearance and a 
strictly cosmetic plastic sump guard, 
the new model is essentially a road 
bike, albeit shod with offroad-friendly 
dual-purpose Metzeler Tourance tires.

However, even if the too hard and 
short-travel suspension can’t cope 
with any serious bumps or potholes, 
it’s perfectly adept at handling loose-
surfaced dirt roads, as proved by an 
hour riding around the original Rio 
Tinto mine northwest of Sevilla during 
a 125-mile day’s ride out into Spain’s 

southern province of Andalusia, where Triumph’s press launch 
for the Street Scrambler was held. 

The new Triumph was an ideal mount to explore the area’s 

The “i” button on the left switchgear 
(left) controls the menu on the 
LCD screen below the analog 
speedometer (middle). Gnarly brake 
pedal offers plenty of traction.



Technicolor rock strata via shale tracks, even though the 
stacked high-level exhausts’ heat shield pushes your right 
foot to the end of the “Bear Trap” offroad-style footpeg when 
standing upright. But there’s still a great sense of control in 
doing so, aided by the light clutch lever action that also made 
riding the bike in stop-start Sevilla traffic untiring. Ditto for 
the precise, light-action gear change, which is heaps better 
than the previous Scrambler’s much notchier shift action, and 
the smooth, controllable pickup from a closed throttle. This 
denotes superior fueling on the part of the Triumph’s EFI, 
especially compared to its Ducati rival’s much snatchier pick-
up in the bottom two gears — a problem that wasn’t yet fixed 
in the desmo V-twin model’s first two years of production, 
though I haven’t yet ridden a 2017 version. When it comes to 
smooth, supple torque delivered in a flexible, forgiving man-

ner, the Triumph is clearly the class paragon.
But the Street Scrambler is a model where convenience 

and cool will arguably be more important to likely custom-
ers than actual performance. That’s because Triumph has 
equipped the Street Scrambler with the lowest-spec version 
of its revamped family of parallel-twin engines, producing 55 
horsepower at 6,000rpm. Much more important is the 59ft/lb 
of torque, peaking as low as 2,850rpm and holding steady until 
almost 5,000rpm, when it only gradually starts to fall away. 
This means holding third gear will take you almost anywhere 
you want to go at whatever speed until you hit the open road, 
where I never once found myself searching for a non-existent 
sixth ratio.

The huge flexibility of the 900cc engine makes a good case 
for saying that the Street Scrambler is actually Triumph’s 
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The sump guard is plastic and doesn’t cover the oil filter (left). The signature high pipes run down the right side of the bike.



equivalent of a twin-cylinder maxi-scooter, chic and conve-
nient for city use as a commuter, bar-hopper or delivery bike, 
with sufficient rather than sporty performance, but with an 
oh-so-cool retro look. 

The Street Scrambler’s true habitat isn’t offroad, but on city 
streets, especially traffic-clogged arteries where you can use 
its easy clutch action, responsive but controllable throttle, 
and light and immediate steering with that wide (almost 33 
inches) handlebar and skinny 19-inch front tire to plot an ideal 

course through rush-hour traffic with the help of a relatively 
tall (31.2 inch) seat. That seat is still low enough to sling a leg 
over easily at rest, but high enough to see over car roofs once 
you’re aboard. The new bike’s upright riding position and taller 
suspension compared to the Street Twin, plus the wide bar, 
make it a formidable and fun traffic weapon. Just don’t expect 
to out-accelerate a Ducati Scrambler away from traffic lights, 
because at 469 pounds dry (versus 420 pounds for the Ducati) 
the Street Scrambler is pretty porky, even if it hides its weight 

The 2017 Street Scrambler is pow-
ered by the same 900cc version of 
Triumph’s new generation Bonneville 
engine family that debuted last year 
in the Street Twin roadster model, 
with the same major engine castings 
as the bigger-bore 1,200cc T120 and 
Thruxton variants. While these are 
the first liquid-cooled twin-cylinder 
Triumphs ever, prominent cylinder fins 
mean the cylinders and head are par-
tially air-cooled, as well. This reduces 
the requisite size of the discreet radia-
tor positioned between the front frame 
down tubes, and at a casual glance all 
the new Triumph twins still appear to 
be air-cooled. 

The Street Scrambler’s 8-valve par-
allel-twin engine measures 84.6mm x 
80mm for a capacity of exactly 900cc, 
and like its bigger-engined sisters car-
ries a 270-degree crank reproducing the 
sound, traction and perfect primary bal-
ance of a 90-degree V-twin. But unlike 
the twin cam 1,200cc models — and 
the outgoing twin-cam T100 engine in 
the previous 865cc Scrambler model 
introduced in 2006 — the 900cc engine 
makes do with just a single overhead 
camshaft, operated by modular gear/
chain drive up the center of the engine. 
All four paired 28.4mm inlet valves are 
fed by a single 38mm Keihin throttle 
body finished to resemble a period 
carburetor. The 24.2mm exhaust valves 
exit burnt gasses into the stacked stain-

less steel exhausts with crossover head-
ers, whose Euro 4 compliant catalyst is 
mounted behind the heat shield on the 
right side of the cylinder block, where 
its heat won’t be an issue for the rider.

With a 10.55:1 compression ratio, the 
so-called 900HT — as in High Torque 
— engine delivers a claimed 28 percent 
more grunt much lower down than the 
outgoing 865cc Scrambler model, with 
peak torque of 59ft/lb available at just 
2,850rpm (versus 51ft/lb at 5,000rpm), 
and more widely spread across the 
entire rev range. Triumph calls 2,750-
4,750rpm “the real world riding 
range,” which is where the new-found 
torque comes into play. Peak power is 
unchanged, with 55 horsepower deliv-
ered at 6,000rpm, and the soft-action 
initial rev limiter on the ride-by-wire 
throttle is activated at an indicated 
7,200rpm. 

Shifts go through a 5-speed gear-
box (6-speed on the new 1,200cc 
Bonnevilles), with a multiplate oil-bath 
“torque assist” aka slipper clutch deliv-
ering ultra-light lever action. Service 
intervals have been increased to 10,000 
miles from 6,000 previously, and there’s 
a two-year unlimited mileage warranty. 
With all remaining vibration addressed 
by the twin counter balancers mounted 
front and rear of the crankshaft, the 
new-generation engine is rigidly mount-
ed in an all-new tubular steel twin-loop 
frame, with a cast-iron steering head 

and bolted-on engine cradle. 
Other Street Scrambler features 

include an interchangeable passenger 
seat and aluminum rear luggage rack, 
removable passenger pegs, Bear Trap 
adventure-style front footpegs, and a 
bash plate that, being plastic, is all for 
looks: it doesn’t even extend far enough 
back to cover the screw-in oil filter. 
The single round instrument features 
an analog speedometer reading, plus 
a digital LCD panel whose menu is 
easily accessed by a button on the left 
handlebar. Key features on this include 
a tachometer, odometer with two trips, 
a gear position indicator, a fuel gauge 
plus average and current MPG read-
ings, distance to empty, a clock, service 
advisor, and access to switch off the 
traction control and ABS. The optional 
tire pressure monitoring system and 
heated grips that comprise just two of 
the more than 150 dedicated options 
developed for the new Bonnies are also 
controlled via this digital display. 

The 2017 Triumph Street Scrambler 
comes in a choice of three different 
colors, with the basic Black version 
retailing at $10,700 in the U.S. — a sig-
nificant step up from the $8,700 Street 
Twin, which is essentially the same 
motorcycle beneath the retro scrambler 
styling. Military-style Khaki green and 
red/silver options are also available for 
an extra $250 and $500, respectively. 
— Alan Cathcart

Street Scrambler Tech: The same, only different

The 900cc parallel twin is liquid cooled and produces 59ft/lb of torque at just 2,850rpm. Peak power is 55 horsepower.
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well in terms of handling. 
Thumbing the clever combined kill switch and starter but-

ton sends the 900cc liquid-cooled engine’s 270-degree crank 
spinning easily into life, leaving you to relish the unexpect-
edly glorious note of the stock stacked exhaust. However, 
while the controls are very light and easy to use, the single 
front 310mm disc gives barely adequate bite in stopping the 
bike hard from speed, though its 255mm rear companion 
gives effective but not excessive braking when you step on its 
lever — a level that’s ideal for offroad use. Switchable two-
channel Continental ABS is standard, and the Keihin ECU 
also features switchable single-stage traction control. With 
only a single on/off setting and on a bike with relatively mod-
est horsepower, it’s mainly a wet-weather safety device that 
can be deactivated for offroad use.

Faced with the open road, the Street Scrambler’s excellent 
low-down torque lets you gear up and go, with midrange 
oomph its predecessor was lacking allowing you to acceler-
ate smartly into a gap in traffic at 50mph. It’ll be an ideal 
tool for the San Diego Freeway at 6 p.m. on a Friday night, 

and when the traffic clears the Scrambler’s optimum cruis-
ing speed is a relaxed 75mph, with the engine turning over 
at exactly 4,000rpm. It will comfortably do “the ton” if you’re 
really prepared to hold on tight enough, and out on the open 
road the Street Scrambler carves corners with brio — its 
steering is neutral and predictable, with the wide bars giving 
plenty of leverage as you flick the bike from side to side with 
heaps of confidence. It feels balanced and nimble in a way its 
predecessor never did, and that’s surely down to the sharper, 
revised steering geometry.

In Triumph’s now revamped range, the new Street Scrambler 
is in many ways a 900cc option to the new 1,200cc Bobber. 
Both are brilliantly styled and well engineered, but with 
contrasting levels of engine performance. I forecast that the 
Bobber will initially outsell the Street Scrambler, but its sales 
will then taper off as its dynamic looks become — well, not 
exactly commonplace, but increasingly usual. The Street 
Scrambler, on the other hand, will sell steadily and constant-
ly. Five years from now, it’ll be interesting to see which one 
has sold more. MC
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Enthusiasts today might say “no way,” insisting that we leap-
frog back to the present, touting the 2016 Ninja H2R with its rol-
licking 326-supercharged-horsepower engine as the top 4-stroker 
from the Big K. Calmer heads might point us back in time, say 
to 1966, so they could coolly explain that the W1 and its 624cc 
vertical-twin 4-stroke engine was the bike responsible for setting 
the company’s 4-cycle movement into motion in the first place 
here in America.

Or not. See, before any of those models ever so much as 
rotated a camshaft on these shores, Kawasaki had the SG250 in 
its American model lineup. The SG250 (some early documents 
describe it as the SG1, others suggest 250SG) had a single-
cylinder, overhead valve 4-stroke engine that produced a claimed 
18 horsepower at 7,000rpm. Records are sketchy, but by all 

Story and photos by Dain Gingerelli

1965 Kawasaki SG250

TTry to pinpoint the greatest Kawasaki 4-stroke 

motorcycle to ever roll on American pavement, and 

you’d be hard pressed to name just one model. But 

you couldn’t blame diehards from the 1970s for 

suggesting that we give the nod to the fabled Z1, 

the inline four-banger that, in 1973, elevated the 

Superbike game to a whole new level. 

THE LAST 
SAMURAI



indications the SG250 first appeared on 
these shores in late 1964 or sometime 
in 1965 when Fred Masek, owner of 
Masek Auto Supply in Gering, Nebraska, 
received what are believed to be the first 
samples for U.S. consumption. 

Act One
By the mid 1960s, Kawasaki had awarded Masek the Midwest 

distributorship in America, and some of the first bikes ever to 
wear the Kawasaki tank badge were sold by his company. The 
SG250 featured here was, in fact, owned by Masek himself, and 
the all-original bike shows only 344 miles on its odometer. 

Before considering the history lead-
ing up to this bike, though, you should 
know that this part of Kawasaki’s history 
is where its lineage in America can be 
sketchy, if not downright confusing. To 
better understand that we should look 
deeper into Kawasaki’s past.

Most motorcycle enthusiasts are 
aware that Kawasaki’s motorcycle division is but a tiny sliver 
of a much larger corporation, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, a 
conglomerate known for producing airplanes, huge seagoing 
ships, bridges and other forms of infrastructure, and much, 
much more. Indeed, the motorcycle division was formed in 



the 1960s, more as a public relations exercise, to help make 
the Kawasaki name more familiar to the general public. Who 
cares what company produced those massive steel bridge gird-
ers or many of Japan’s high-speed trains? Few people do. But 
that intimidating 220mph motorcycle sitting curbside? Yeah, 
Kawasaki makes that!

The Kawasaki industrial empire was originally founded by 
Shozo Kawasaki toward the end of the 19th century. Mr. 
Kawasaki set out to build a shipyard, and with that success 
many more companies followed. As the company grew, KHI 
soon included an aircraft division (1918) and more in coming 
years. By 1949, KHI opened doors to a small engine plant to sup-
ply engines for Japan’s budding motorcycle industry. Among its 
clients was Meguro, which soon became 
the second-largest motorcycle company 
in Japan, second only to Honda Motor 
Company during the 1950s. 

But by 1954 KHI began dabbling in 
the manufacture of complete motor-
cycles under the Meihatsu banner. This 
subsidiary did quite well, and within 
two years the Kawasaki name appeared 
on Meihatsu engine cases, but was found nowhere else on the 
bikes. Simultaneously, Kawasaki’s business relationship with 
Meguro continued, but by the early 1960s hard times befell 
Meguro. Within a few years Meguro ceased doing business, 
when it was taken over by Kawasaki. 

At about that same time another nameplate, Omega, entered 
the picture. Omega motorcycles were, in reality, rebadged 
Kawasaki B8 models, which were powered by single-cylinder 
2-stroke 125cc engines and were sold in America by Ken 
Kay Distributing Co. Now, if this is beginning to read like 
a Shakespeare play to you, don’t feel alone. By 1964, when 
Kawasaki’s motorcycle division encamped itself in Chicago to 

begin its own United States venture, some bikes wearing the 
Omega name plate were already on the streets, while those 
being imported by Kawasaki bore the Meguro badge. It wasn’t 
until 1965 that the first Kawasaki tank emblems were included, 
and some of those badges read “Kawasaki Aircraft,” others 
“Kawasaki Heavy Industries.” William Shakespeare couldn’t 
make this up, and you’ll be pardoned if you need to take a few 
minutes to digest this information and/or take a swig of your 
home-brew barleycorn ale (or sake … ) to ease your mind.

Okay, having briefed over those incestuous times, we’re all 
in agreement that, with more names being tossed around than 
you’ll hear at an Italian wedding, it’s fair to say that some of the 
facts might remain, to this day, somewhat unclear to us. Suffice 

it to say, by the time Mr. Masek received 
this particular SG250 (or is it SG1?) he 
himself had gained control of how he 
was going to distribute the Meguro/
Kawasaki motorcycles once they arrived 
at his warehouse in the Cornhusker 
State, and that’s the main thrust of why 
the SG250 might be so important to 
Kawasaki’s heritage in America. 

And with that we’ll mix even more names into this drama: 
Kawasaki historical documents list Masek’s company in numer-
ous ways, among them Masek Sports Division, Masek Auto, and 
Masek Auto Distributing/Rocky Mountain Kawasaki. Regardless, 
Mr. Masek was quite adept at his trade, because not only did 
KHI allow him to retain his distributor status up to his pass-
ing in the 1990s, but one of his two sons — Alan Masek — 
eventually became president of Kawasaki Motor Corporation 
after settling its headquarters in Santa Ana, California, when it 
ultimately became the sole distributorship of Kawasaki motor-
cycles in America. KMC’s newest headquarters recently opened 
doors in Foothill Ranch, California, and with that we pause now 
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“It wasn’t until 1965 that 
the first Kawasaki tank 

emblems were included.” 
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for intermission before proceeding with the second act of this 
Shakespearean moto-melodrama.

Act Two
Among the early mentions of the SG250 in America was a road 

test appearing in the September 1966 issue of Motorcyclist maga-
zine. In this segment of our Shakespearean moto-melodrama 
we see that Motorcyclist referred to the bike as the Model 250SG, 
stating that the “high-quality machine features all of the attri-
butes of a good touring motorcycle.” Hmm. Author Frank Millis, 
Sr. based that claim on various attributes, among them, “Ease of 
maintenance, simplicity, ruggedness, economy and a high degree 
of rider comfort, plus the best overall finish to be found on any 
Japanese machine!”

Obviously Mr. Millis was impressed by the SG250, which fea-
tured electric starting for its long-stroke 248cc engine. And unlike 
our featured 1965 SG250, the 1966 model in Motorcyclist’s test had 
a chromed front fender and full-length two-passenger seat that 
certainly were more striking to American buyers than the valance-
wrapped front fender and solo seat/pressed-steel rack of our 1965 
model. Interestingly, too, according to the magazine article some 
early 1966 SG250s, including the bike featured in the road test, 
still wore the Meguro tank emblem that eventually was “aban-
doned in favor of [the] Kawasaki emblem on later 1966 models,” 

read one photo caption. In addition, the SG250’s electric starting 
system utilized a solenoid device, placed above the spark plug on 
the engine’s left side, that momentarily raised the exhaust valve 
when the starter button was depressed, “much like the manual 
compression-release trigger on large British singles,” read the 
Motorcyclist article. That system allowed for easier starting of the 
long-stroke engine.

By the mid-1960s Japanese motorcycle designers were aban-
doning the use of pressed-steel frames in favor of utilizing 
stronger steel tubing to cradle the engines. The SG250 was no 
different, although by today’s standards the twin-shock steel-
tube frame seems rather archaic and rudimentary in design. The 
SG250’s chassis, coupled with 18-inch wheels and tires front and 
rear, offered what Millis described as “above par” handling, with a 
ride “firmer than that offered by other touring 250’s [sic].” 

Motorcyclist lauded the SG250’s electrics, too, giving a “satisfac-
tory” rating to the headlight. Shedding some light on what riders 
confronted 50-some years ago with their motorcycles, Millis 
wrote, “Some currently imported machines have such weak head-
lights that it’s a wonder that the beam doesn’t actually droop!” 
He concluded: “With the Kawasaki you’ll be not only able to see 
the salient features of the roadway but you’ll be visible to follow-
ing motorists as well because of the large taillight thoughtfully 
included.”
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Apparently, too, the SG250 could easily keep up with its shad-
ow during acceleration. “Although it is no great fireball,” Millis 
justified in his report, “the machine accelerates well enough to 
keep itself ahead of traffic rather than under it, and it is much 
smoother at cruising speeds than one would expect.” Millis wrote 
that the bike easily accelerated to 70mph, which put it close to 
Kawasaki’s claimed top speed of 78mph. Added Millis in his 
report, “… but if you can be content to putter along at a ‘slow’ 
60-65mph then this may be exactly what you’re looking for.”

Intermission
Interestingly, other than the small spec box that appeared 

with Motorcyclist’s road test, there was no specific reference to 
the SG250’s odd-ball rotary-shift transmission, a design quite 
popular among Japan’s domestic bikes of the time. As the name 
implies, the shift pattern was rotary in 
motion, meaning you tap down for first, 
but rather than lift up for the remaining 
gears as you would with today’s motorcy-
cles, the rider continues tapping down for 
second, third and eventually fourth gear. 
Neutral, too, is only a tap away from top 
gear, allowing you to tap one more time 
when you want to select first gear again. 
Downshifts were performed by lifting up 
on the shift lever with your boot toe.

Despite Motorcyclist’s favorable review, 
the SG250 was destined to remain in obscurity for one simple 
reason: During the latter months of 1966 Kawasaki introduced 
the 250cc A1 Samurai to the American market, and from then 
on nobody really cared about the model with the single-cylinder 
4-stroke engine. The new Samurai boasted all the qualifications 
of a high-performance motorcycle of the time, something the 
American market was beginning to appreciate more and more 
during the late 1960s. The Samurai was powered by a 2-cyl-
inder, 2-stroke engine that relied on rotary valve technology 
to help broaden its powerband, while delivering a claimed 31 
horsepower.

Even though Kawasaki continued marketing the SG250 in 
other parts of the world through 1969, after 1966 it quickly 
became a footnote in Kawasaki’s American market saga, and for 
the next eight or so years Japan’s newest motorcycle product 
brand was highlighted with bikes boasting powerful, high- 

revving 2-stroke engines. The Samurai was followed by the 
350cc A7 Avenger, which was superseded by the 500cc H1 Mach 
III in 1968 and later the 750cc H2 Mach IV. Not until the intro-
duction of the 903cc Z1 for 1973 did Kawasaki consider 4-stroke 
engines to again be relevant and a viable formula for speed 
and high performance. Interestingly, too, the SG250 engine is 
currently considered the template for another recent retro-style 
Kawasaki, the 250 Estrella, a model that continues to be sold in 
parts of the world.

Final act
Shortly after Fred Masek’s passing in the mid-1990s, his 

small collection of Kawasaki motorcycles and snowmobiles was 
dispersed from his estate. When the dust settled and the vari-
ous units were sent to their new owners, this all-original SG250 

was gifted to KMC’s Kawasaki Heritage 
Hall museum, now in Foothill Ranch, 
California. Former longtime KMC employ-
ee Norm Bigelow, who oversees the col-
lection, maintains that despite several 
minor blemishes such as the unsightly 
smudge on the muffler — a result, no 
doubt, from shuttling the bike from one 
storage place to the next over the years — 
this bike is among the most original older 
Kawasaki motorcycles in existence. 

Norm harbors a soft spot for the SG250 
in another way, too; he has one himself that he’s currently 
restoring. Make that cleaning up, because his bike, which he 
recently acquired through some bartering with another col-
lector, is in all-original condition, and he intends to keep it 
that way. Indeed, when Norm and I rolled the Masek bike into 
Kawasaki’s parking lot for these photos, he spent much of the 
time surveying the bike’s bits and pieces, and the experience 
inspired him to put the finishing touches to his own SG250 
soon. 

“Yeah,” confided Bigelow during that photo session, “look-
ing at this bike makes me want to get mine running.” And 
wouldn’t you know that among his bike’s surviving parts is a 
pair of pristine Meguro gas tank emblems. “I’m especially care-
ful with them,” he says. “They’re really rare.” About as rare as 
this original-condition 1965 SG250, a bike that many Kawasaki 
enthusiasts today aren’t aware of, but should be. MC

The meaning of the “170” molded 
into the gas tank knee pad (above) is 

unclear, but appeared on most Meguro 
motorcycles, often on the engine cover.

1965 was the first year for the Kawasaki 
badge in the U.S. (above left). Solenoid 
on valve cover (above) pushes exhaust 
valve to ease compression on starting.

“By the mid-1960s 
Japanese motorcycle 

designers were 
abandoning the use of 
pressed steel frames.”
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AUSTRALIA
BOUND

As soon as I saw it I knew it was the 
right bike, and after parting with $1,550 
cash we were heading back to Sydney 
on the motorcycle that would end up 
taking us around Australia. Having 
landed six months earlier in Darwin on 
one-way tickets from Indonesia with 
just $22 to our names, it was hard to 
contain our excitement knowing the 
next adventure was about to begin.

Gearing up
With a total investment of $50 in 

plastic bags, bungee cords and water-
proof gear, we headed off, rumbling 
out of Sydney on Australia’s southeast 
coast bound for North Queensland and 
the Great Barrier Reef. The road out 
of Sydney is motorcycling perfection 
— or at least it was then — weaving 
and winding through the hilly coun-

tryside, passing the Blue Mountains 
and on to the rolling hills of northern 
New South Wales as we headed north. 
Goodbye, Sydney Opera House, Curl 
Curl Beach, the Peach family and our 
other good friends we had made over 
the six months we lived in this great 
city. Hello, Australia, here we come.

The first few days we sort of mean-
dered along, with no great distances 
being covered as we acclimated to the 
feeling of the freedom of the open road 
after months working double shifts to 
raise the travel coupons (money) we 
needed to make this journey. It was just 
the two of us, our trusty Yamaha, and 
the road ahead. 

Heading north up the coast into 
Queensland, we passed through Surfers 
Paradise, the beautiful white beaches 
stretching forever, crashing waves roll-
ing endlessly up the shore and the 
cliffs above crowned in soft green grass. 
Surfers Paradise is aptly named.

Time for gas: Karen McIntyre standing with a lonely-looking sign on the way to Kununurra in northeast Western Australia.

Story by Neale Bayly
Photos by Neale Bayly and Karen McIntyre

IIt was a sunny May day in Sydney, Australia, when my fingers stopped 

on an advert in the local newspaper I was reading: “1982 Yamaha 

XV1000. Racks, bag, stainless pipes, new tires, $1,750 OBO.” That’s the 

one for us I told Karen, and a few hours later our friend Dave Peach 

was driving us out of the city to see the bike and take a test ride. 

Riding across Australia, 1987
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Our next stop was Brisbane, 
the gently flowing Brisbane 
River and abundant parkland 
giving a relaxed feel to the city. 
Our visit was short, stopping 
long enough for coffee and 
some sightseeing before push-
ing north toward Nambour to 
camp for the night. 

We continued north the 
following morning, speeding 
through Gympie and riding on 
some of the finest motorcy-
cle roads imaginable through 
cool, dark forests, occasion-
ally bursting out into shafts 
of brilliant sunlight before, 
unfortunately, the rain came. 
Farther north, a curiosity stop found us 
exploring the Capricorn Caves, founded 
by the Olson family in 1881. Our guide 
was a fourth-generation Olson and 
proudly informed us it was one of the 
largest privately owned cave systems 
in Australia. It was fascinating, with 
millions of years of evolution preserved 
underground for us to see. 

Two days later, after passing through 
the coastal towns of McKay and 
Townsville, we arrived in Cairns. Here 
we found mile after mile of unspoiled 
beaches, tropical rainforests, croco-
diles, giant fruit bats, and the jewel 
of Australia’s crown, the Great Barrier 
Reef. While there, we learned to scuba 
dive, marveling at the multicolored fish 
and coral in the tranquil blue water, an 
experience that would leave everlast-
ing memories for us. At the time, the 
diving class course — plus 10 dives on 
the reef spread over three days, which 
leaves you a qualified diver — cost a 
mere $260 Australian, less than $200 
American. We made fast friends with 
our international group and left as 
certified divers, having had an experi-
ence that might be hard to top. I gave 
the bike an oil change, adjusted all 
its important bits, and with luggage 
packed and stowed we were as ready 
as could be to tackle the center of 
Australia.

Inland bound
Back on the road, we headed south, 

then west for the red center of Australia 
and the oasis town of Alice Springs, 

1,500 miles away. Made famous in mov-
ies and songs, it was a place I was dying 
to see. With a lightly trafficked, open 
road ahead, I set the bike at 4,200rpm, 
which gave about 50mpg at around 
67-72mph so we could squeeze the 
most out of the 5-gallon gas tank on 
the long, deserted stretches of road we 
were navigating.

The first day saw us heading through 
endless fields of sugar cane flanked 
by lush green hills, and by nightfall 
we were heading west with the lights 
of Townsville in our mirrors. Camping 
out in the bush that night, our vista 

was more intense than any-
thing we had seen, the setting 
sun creating a blaze of color 
across the horizon as the bush 
came alive with the sounds 
of the night creatures. Sitting 
by the campfire, gazing up at 
the night sky uninterrupted by 
clouds or any artificial light, 
we could have been the first 
people on earth. 

The next day saw us twisting 
through hilly, tree-lined roads 
as we came onto a few hundred 
miles of flat, open scrubland 
before the giant mine towers of 
Mount Isa loomed up and out 
of the advancing dusk on the 

horizon. The roads were very demand-
ing, often not much more than 18 feet 
wide, with gravel shoulders, semitrucks 
known as road trains pulling three 
trailers thundering past, and plenty of 
suicidal cows and kangaroos wandering 
across the road.

From Mount Isa, there were 180-
mile stretches of road with nothing in 
between and no signs of civilization, 
but thankfully the lazy thumping of 
the old V-twin inspired confidence, as 
there was really nothing out there if we 
encountered a problem. 

The last 400 miles into Alice Springs 

Road Warrior: Neale 
Bayly on the Yamaha 

XV1000, somewhere in the 
Australian outback.

Checking out Stokers Siding Pottery during the ride north. The shop is still there.



were hard. A bitterly cold wind was 
whipping across the flat, unchanging 
desert that dominates the Northern 
Territory, and its sheer vastness held 
us in awe. Improperly dressed in a 
used, open-face helmet, some garden-
ing gloves and my old leather jacket, 
we layered up as best we could and 
pushed on.

Once in Alice we put on a needed 
new rear tire, then decided to stay a 
day or two to explore. We found a great 
hostel, drank a lot of tea and ate a lot 
of Vegemite, but in spite of my desire 
to visit, I can’t say the city contained 
much interest for us, so on a crisp, cool 
day with no clouds in sight we headed 
out of Alice, rolling south to take on the 
famed Nullarbor Plain. 

Rolling along through the low, scrub-
by desert, a sudden loss of power 
brought us to a halt, the only sound in 
the vast empty desert being the metal-
lic “tink tink” made by the quickly cool-
ing engine. I had heard a weird sound 
just before, and pulling the inspection 
window on the front cylinder I found 
the cam chain all bunched up. It was 
not a good sign, as I assumed it meant 
that both valves on that cylinder were 
now bent and the bike would need 
major repair.

Sitting beside the road in the 
Outback, time passed slowly as we 
waited for someone to come by and 
help us out. Travelers are few and far 
between, but finally a car came into 
view — but going in the wrong direc-
tion — and then a pickup truck, head-
ing back to Alice. I gave Karen a list 
of parts, and asked the driver to take 
her to the Yamaha dealer to get them 
ordered and look into a way of rescuing 
the bike and me. Watching the truck 
disappear, I sat back to wait, staring 
out across the vast, empty desert, mak-
ing calculations in my head of how this 
setback would affect our travel plans.

Saved
Some hours later, the sound of a 4-cyl-

inder engine came riding on the wind, 
and shortly thereafter a fellow whose 
name I don’t recall came into view 
on a very ratty-looking Suzuki GS750 
custom heading south. Unemployed 
and heading for Tasmania, he quickly 
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Top to bottom: Looking 
south down the coastline in 
Queensland; scuba diving on the 
Great Barrier Reef; a very lonely 
road in the red center of Australia. 
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offered to tow me back to 
Alice Springs, even though 
it was in the wrong direc-
tion, and proceeded to pull 
a long rope from his back-
rest. For the longest 50 
miles of my riding career, 
I slalomed from one side 
of the narrow road to the 
other as my new friend 
towed me, and some-
how we kept both bikes 
upright and made it safely 
to Kevlin Yamaha in Alice 
Springs. 

Karen had already 
ordered the parts and 
booked us a room at a 
local hostel, and when I 
arrived I found her organiz-
ing transport to come and 
rescue me. Delighted I was 
back safe and sound, we 
decided to hitchhike out 
to Ayers Rock at Uluru the 
next day, as we were facing over a week’s 
delay while parts were flown in and 
repairs made. This turned into a grand 
adventure as we met and camped out 
with local Aborigine people, climbed 
the famous red rock and traveled with 
an assortment of crazy road warriors 
working out in the bush, many days out 
from civilization.

Back in Alice with a running Yamaha, 
but now with depleted travel funds, 
we aborted our plan of heading south 
across the Nullarbor Plain and made 

our way north to avoid the onset of 
winter that was already making for 
some very cold nights in our tent. The 
road through the red, dusty interior 
remained endlessly straight and nar-
row, and at times we would simply park 
in the middle of the road to boil up 
water for tea or soup, as there were so 
rarely any other vehicles in sight. A cou-
ple of days out the landscape began to 
change: less red, more trees, and even 
a few corners. One night we camped 
out in the small town of Daly Waters 

beside one of Australia’s 
oldest pubs. Once a camel 
watering hole, a lot of the 
features are unchanged 
since the pioneering days. 

The following day found 
us farther north and 
relaxing with some other 
motorcycle travelers at the 
Mataranka thermal pools, 
where we soothed away the 
miles from our weary limbs 
before continuing north to 
Nitmiluk National Park and 
Katherine Gorge. While in 
the park we spent a few 
days hiking and explor-
ing the gorges, swimming 
in the cool, clear pools 
and basking in the winter 
sunshine. 

Leaving Katherine Gorge 
and heading west we rode 
some of the most treacher-
ous roads we’d yet encoun-

tered, narrow, twisting and winding, 
with far too many road trains. 

After a few hours the countryside 
changed again, opening up to wood-
ed scenery around the Victoria River 
before we found ourselves in Gregory 
National Park, where we left the road in 
exchange for some hiking and explor-
ing. Following some wet weather and 
tentative floodway crossings, plus a 
270-kilometer (almost 170 miles) 
stretch with no fuel stop, we camped 
up in Kununurra around dusk.
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Ayers Rock in Uluru, 
south of Alice Springs.

The 1982 Yamaha XV1000 loaded with camping gear (left). Neale makes a new friend along the way.
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Another full day of riding found us 
swimming in the Indian Ocean at the 
town of Broome. What a contrast to the 
barren Outback, with uncrowded beach-
es and a strong Chinese and Japanese 
influence due to pearl trading, which 
still goes on today. Feeling good to be 
off the bike again, we watched the pearl 
luggers returning to the dock to unload 
their wares as we moved slowly in the 
winter sunshine. With our money run-
ning dangerously low, and winter fast 
approaching in the south, we set off on 
the last 1,400 miles of our journey to 
Perth in search of work.

Perth and the end
The sun had been up for a couple 

of hours as we worked our way out of 
Broome heading southwest, with strong 
winds from the northeast helping us 
roll across the Roebuck Plains, where 
it is not uncommon to go 200 miles 
between road houses. The Australian 
road houses are like small islands in 
this vast desert, and they have their 
own generators for electricity as they 
have to be totally self-sufficient. These 
stops always made for an interesting 
break, talking with the people who work 
there and meeting other travelers like 
us, stocking up on fuel and provisions 
for the next leg of their journey. We set 
up camp after a 420-mile day, and just 
when tiredness was setting in, Mother 
Nature turned on an Australian sunset 
that simply set our souls on fire. 

The last three days into Perth were 
a little unkind to us, with heavy rains, 
dropping temperatures, strong, billow-
ing winds, and even a plague of bugs. 
We pressed on, though, rumbling into 
Perth after having covered some 6,000 
miles since our departure from Sydney. 
We were tired after two months of con-
stant travel, but we found an immense 
satisfaction in having crossed Australia 
on two wheels. It was a trip of a 
lifetime. MC
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The roads were often narrow, just 18 feet or so, with gravel shoulders (above left). A huge three-trailer “road train” fuel truck.

The town of Broome, on the western coast of Australia’s Kimberley region.

The open sky at sunset, just one of the beautiful sights seen while camping in the 
bush many a night throughout the trip.
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Rebuild Norton Commando Roadholder forks

M O T O R C Y C L E  C L A S S I C S

HOW-TO

P
ositioned as they are at the front of the bike, forks end up 
by default with heavy exposure to road debris and moisture. 
Dirt and moisture take a toll on fork seals, which help keep 

fork tubes clean, wiping them with every pass. And while keeping 
the fork tubes clean helps, once the tubes become pitted there’s 
nothing left to do but replace both the 
fork tubes and the seals.

This How-To centers on rebuilding 
Roadholder forks on a 1974 Norton 
Commando. First introduced in 1946 
and then modified in 1953, Roadholder 
fork construction stayed relatively con-
stant until the end of Norton produc-
tion in the mid-1970s. A robust design 
— a fact echoed by their long produc-
tion life — they’re generally easy to 
service, with the typical overhaul involv-
ing a full strip, followed by a thorough 
cleaning and seal replacement. There 
can be other issues, such as fork tube 
bushing wear and fork tube wear from 
years of use. 

The tubes on our Norton were badly pitted, so we bought 
new fork tubes, as well as new bushings. That turned out to be a 
good call, as the upper bronze bushings were in poor shape. The 
lower bushings are hardened steel and tend to last much longer, 
although we replaced those, as well.

A project bike purchased by managing editor Landon Hall, our 
subject Norton hasn’t turned a wheel in 
20-odd years, and with zero history on 
the bike, it was anybody’s guess what 
we’d find once we started. 

What we did find was a high degree of 
moisture contamination and resultant 
sludge, the damper valve and damper 

tube cap on one fork being particularly grungy. Fortunately, they 
cleaned up fine and are perfectly serviceable. 

We also found worn steering head bearings, and with the front 
end already torn down it was time to replace them. Commando 
steering yokes turn on two sealed bearings press fit at the top and 

bottom of the steering head tube, with 
a spacer tube in between. Replacement 
is typically straightforward, but mois-
ture contamination reared again as 
we discovered the steering stem was 
practically rusted to the inner bear-
ing races. It took patience, but with a 
combination of penetrating solvent, 
a heat gun and a good hammer, we 
finally convinced the steering stem to 
break loose. Note: Never hammer on the 
stem without first threading the secur-
ing nut until it’s just flush with the end 
of the stem to prevent thread damage. 
Further, never hammer on the nut and 
stem directly; use a block of wood. 

This isn’t an expensive proposition. 
Excepting fork tubes (not always necessary), expect to spend 
around $75-$100 on parts, with everything readily available from 
your favorite British parts supplier. If you do need fork tubes, add 
$110-$200 (prices vary depending on the maker and supplier) to 
the bill. Head bearings, purchased locally, cost us a further $23 
for the pair.

This is an easy weekend job, but 
as usual we suggest taking your time. 
Budget four to eight hours total includ-
ing initial teardown and final reassem-
bly. As always, we recommend having 
a good shop manual on hand for parts 
identification and proper torque specs.

SPONSORED BY

Fork oil is not supposed to be gray, but this 
kind of contamination is pretty common.

Top to bottom: new fork tube and components; pitted fork tube and old bushings and seal, fork spring and damper assembly.
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1Support the front of the bike. Remove 
the front wheel, brake caliper and 

fender. Unbolt the headlamp shell 
from the locating ears. Disconnect 
speedometer and tach drive cables and 
instrument lights. With a 1-5/16in socket, 
unscrew the top chrome-plated fork caps.

4The top of the fork tube is a taper 
fit to the upper yoke. Screw the fork 

cap back into the tube at least 5 turns. 
Hold a block of wood on top of the cap. 
Strike the wood with a hammer to break 
the taper. Remove the fork assembly.

7Pull the damper rod assembly out 
of the fork. Note the fiber sealing 

washer at the bottom where it joins the 
fork leg. This must be renewed. Remove 
the nut holding the spring to the damper 
rod. Remove the spring. Clean all parts 
thoroughly in solvent and dry.

2 Lift the fork leg enough to expose 
the top of the spring. Hold the nut 

securing the spring to the damper rod 
with a 1/2in open-end wrench. Loosen 
and remove the fork cap.

5Clamp the bottom of the fork leg in 
a vise and remove the threaded fork 

leg collar. Ours was seized. We heated 
the fork leg with a heat gun and finally 
broke it loose with a pair of C-shaped 
pliers. A strap wrench is preferred to 
avoid damage, but our collar was stuck 
fast. Fortunately, it came off clean.

8 The damper rod assembly on the 
left fork was covered in sludge 

from moisture and dirt contamination. 
If necessary, remove the aluminum top 
cap on the damper rod tube. Separate 
the damper rod from the damper rod 
tube and clean all parts thoroughly. 
Reassemble the damper rod with spring.

3Loosen the pinch bolt on the lower 
steering yoke. You can drain the fork 

oil now by removing the drain screw at 
the bottom of the fork leg or pour it out 
once the fork has been removed.

6Remove the fork leg from the vice 
and using a 1/2in socket, remove 

the damper rod-securing bolt. 

M O T O R C Y C L E  C L A S S I C S
HOW-TO

9Next, secure the fork leg in a vice. 
Push the fork tube in fully, then pull 

back sharply to knock the upper bushing 
complete with seal loose from the leg. 
Remove the fork tube. This photo shows 
the major fork components, with the 
fork leg in the background, followed by 
the fork tube and finally the damper rod 
assembly and spring. The lower fork tube 
bushing is steel, the upper bronze.
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M O T O R C Y C L E  C L A S S I C S
HOW-TO

11 Clean fork leg thoroughly and blow 
dry with compressed air. Place new 

sealing washer on damper rod assembly. 
Install damper rod assembly, then the 
securing bolt. Torque to 10ft/lb.

14Return the fork leg to the vice. 
Screw the fork leg collar back in 

place. Use a strap wrench to fully seat it. 
Install the rubber fork tube boots.

17Push the fork cap down. Slowly 
turn counterclockwise until you feel 

its threads engage, then turn clockwise 
and thread into the fork tube. Loosen the 
lower pinch bolt. Position instrument and 
tighten the fork cap. 

12 Place the fork leg upright. Install 
the fork tube. Slide the new upper 

bushing down the tube and push into 
the fork leg. Next, slide the old bushing 
upside down over the fork tube. Use the 
old bushing as a slide hammer, rapping it 
against the new bush until it fully seats.

15Slide the fork assembly back in 
place through the steering yokes. 

Lightly secure with lower pinch bolt. 
Make sure the drain screw is secure with 
new fiber washer. Slowly fill the fork leg 
with 150cc of fork oil.

18Reinstall the front wheel and 
fender. With the bike off the stand, 

firmly push down on the front forks 
several times to center the steering yokes. 
Tighten the fork caps to 35ft/lb and the 
lower yoke pinch bolts to 10-15ft/lb.

10If replacing the lower fork tube 
bushing, remove the circlip at the 

bottom of the tube. Remove the bushing. 
Install new bushing with new circlip. 

16Once the oil has settled, push the 
fork leg up far enough to place 

the instrument over the spring, followed 
by the fork cap washer. Thread the fork 
cap onto the exposed damper rod shaft 
until it seats on the spring retaining nut. 
Hold the nut with a 1/2in wrench and 
tighten the fork cap to lock it to the shaft.

13Next, place the thin paper gasket 
on top of the new bushing. Lightly 

coat the new fork seal with grease and 
slide it into place using hand pressure. 
Seat the seal using an old top bushing as 
per step 12.



B u i l d  Y o u r  D r e a m . . .
With a little help from BikeMaster.

From the Owner: 
“As a senior in high school, I wanted this bike so bad I could taste it. Unfortunately, my 
parents didn’t agree. Being raised on dirt bikes didn’t persuade them to let me buy a 
street bike. Especially one that looked like a race bike, but with lights. I had to wait until 
I became ‘my own boss’ before street bikes were part of my life. When an opportunity 

1987 Yamaha® FZ600

TOOLS •  TUBES •  BATTERIES •  CHAIN •  AIR F ILTERS  •  OIL  F ILTERS 
FORK SEALS • GRIPS • LEVERS • HANDLEBARS AND MUCH MORE.

bikemaster.com
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K E I T H ’ S

GARAGE
“A single lead-acid cell develops 

higher resistance as it charges ...”

Finding spark

Q: I’m having trouble getting spark at the 
plugs on my 1980 Suzuki GS850. At 

first I wasn’t getting any spark, so I replaced 
the igniter unit. It then had spark, but when I 
installed the carburetors and tried again, there 
was no spark. What should I do?

Tyler Hubenthal/via email

A: We’ll consider the igniter a good 
part. Get your volt-ohm meter 

(VOM) and check from the battery to 
the igniter for voltage. From the bat-
tery, there should be two wires: one to 
the starter relay and a second, smaller 
lead to the fuse box. Follow the smaller 
lead to the first junction, disconnect 
and test for 12 volts from the battery. 
If good, reconnect and follow that lead 
to the fuse box. Test the 15-amp circuit 
on both sides of the fuse for 12 volts. 
That leads to a multi-pin connector that 
leads to the ignition switch. If I can trust 
the colors on the wiring diagram I have, 
the 12-volt lead into the switch is red, 
out is orange. Orange leads back to the 
fuse box where it branches to feed three 
10-amp circuits. The one we’re interested 
in looks to me like orange/white. Test 
both sides of the fuse for 12 volts with 
the ignition switch on. Next is the emer-
gency stop, or kill switch. Test for 12 volts 
on the orange/white wire leading in and 
out of the switch. Now check the orange/
white leads at the coils for 12 volts with 
the ignition switch on. Now we end up 
at the igniter. Test the orange/white lead 
there for 12 volts with the ignition switch 
on. Assuming you find 12 volts or slightly 
less at each of these test points, switch 
ranges on the VOM and test the signal 
generator that triggers the igniter mod-
ule. You’ll find the connector under the 
left side cover. Put the VOM in resistance 
testing mode, set to 100-ohm range if not 
auto ranging and put one probe on the 
blue lead and the other on the green lead 
after disconnecting them from the igniter 
module. Look for a reading of between 
250-350 ohms. If very low (0) or higher 
than 350, the signal generator is bad and 
needs to be replaced. Finally, pull number 
1 and 2 spark plugs and rest them, con-
nected to their high-voltage leads, on the 

cylinder to ground them. Set your VOM 
in resistance test mode to the 1 ohm 
range. With the ignition switch on, touch 
the plus probe to the blue lead, and the 
minus probe to the green lead on the 
harness side of the interconnect for the 
igniter. Number 1 should spark when you 
connect the second lead, and number 2 
should spark when you disconnect it.

Triumph ignition

Q: I have a 1966 Triumph TT with an ET 
ignition system. I have a five-wire stator 

and the armature has three holes in the back; S, 
M and R. Which one is the best for timing for 
street use and ease to start? How do I install the 
five-wire stator? It seems to me the end connections 
must be removed to get the wire through the open-
ing in the tube. I am thinking the tube would be 
slipped on, then the ends soldered on.

Andy/via email

A: The first part of your question is 
easy; the hole next to the S mark 

should be used to pin the rotor to the 
crankshaft for best timing for everyday 
use. The other two are for racing and 
will make it hard to start while giving 
better spark at high rpm. On the wires 
from the stator, you can remove the 
bullet connectors, but I’ve had good 
luck feeding the wires through one at 
a time. If the insulation has stiffened 
with time, careful use of a heat gun can 
soften the wires to make them flexible.

Lithium batteries and 
chargers

Q: In your January/February 2017 col-
umn you mention that lithium batter-

ies last longer maintained by special lithium 
chargers. Why? If special chargers are needed, 

maybe lithium batteries are not viable in our bikes 
with their non-specialized charging systems? And 
what is the life expectancy of the lithium battery?

Cliff Elkins/via email

A: The chargers are designed to meet 
the requirements of lithium bat-

teries. A single lead-acid cell develops 
higher resistance as it charges, while a 
lithium cell develops lower resistance 
as it charges. Lead-acid batteries self 
balance as each cell reaches capacity, 
while lithium batteries trend toward short 
circuit. A battery management system 
reads the individual cell charge state 
and directs charging voltage to the cells 
at a lower charge state. If your charging 
system produces between 14 and 15 volts 
at running rpms and if your battery has a 
built-in management system, a lithium 
battery should be fine. Battery chargers 
that have de-sulphation circuits should 
never be used with lithium batteries. 
Modern lead-acid battery chargers can be 
used, but should be monitored and dis-
connected once they indicate the battery 
is charged. Shorai says that their batter-
ies have the same charging requirements 
as AGM batteries, but recommend their 
charger for the reasons laid out above. 
Shorai warrants their batteries for 5 years.

Email questions to keithsgarage@
motorcycleclassics.com or write: 

Keith’s Garage, Motorcycle Classics, 
1503 SW 42nd St., Topeka, KS 66609

Ready to take your classic queries: Old-bike 
mechanic Keith Fellenstein.

SPONSORED BY



with the Original PB B’laster Penetrant. It breaks free rusted or corroded parts and saves you 
time and equipment. Now you can spend more time out on the road.

You’re welcome.

Makers of PB B’laster, the #1-selling penetrant since 1957, B’laster comes from a place 
that demands the toughest solutions.  As Rust Belt Warriors, B’laster products are born 
from professional applications where only the strongest survive and are formulated to 
penetrate, lubricate, loosen, overcome, fi x & conquer each job.

BUST RUST...

www.BlasterCorp.com



With the theme from Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind play-
ing in my mind, iconic Devils 

Tower appeared before me as I rode 
north across Wyoming’s high plains. 
Instantly recognizable, the dark monolith 
climbs 867 feet above its surroundings. 
Attributing the divine, the supernatural, 
or even an extraterrestrial vibe to Devils 
Tower is a natural reaction; it’s been done 
by no fewer than six Native American peo-
ples, Steven Spielberg, and U.S. President 
Theodore Roosevelt. 

One of the things that makes Devils 
Tower so dramatic is its distinctiveness; 
it just doesn’t look like it should be. 
While no one can dispute its existence, 
to this day geologists can’t agree on how 
it came to be. The rock docs agree that it 
was formed by magma (molten rock) forc-
ing itself up between other rocks; what 
they argue about is how this occurred. 
One camp holds that the formation was 
pushed upward by molten rock below, 
another believes Devils Tower once was 
a larger structure worn down by erosion, 
and yet another feels the tower is the 
throat of an ancient volcano. 

The technical description is that Devils 
Tower is a laccolithic butte comprised of 

phonolite porphyry (which is dark-colored 
rock); non-technical terms that come to 
mind are amazing, impressive and one of 
a kind. One of the things only noticeable 
upon closer examination is that Devils 
Tower is comprised of sharply defined col-
umns with four, five and sometimes seven 
sides. These structures and their unique 
polygonal cross sections appear to have 
almost been machined.  

The Lakota, Cheyenne, Crow, Arapaho, 
Shoshone and Kiowa Native Americans 
all treat Devils Tower and its surround-
ing regions as sacred ground. Wyoming’s 
early white settlers recognized the spe-
cial nature of Devils Tower. Theodore 
Roosevelt designated Devils Tower as 
the first U.S. national monument in 1906. 
Roosevelt, no stranger to the area, hunted 
big game and raised cattle in the nearby 
Dakotas; his likeness adorns nearby Mt. 
Rushmore (see Motorcycle Classics, January/
February 2009). Native American names 
for the monolith include mato tipila (bear 
lodge), the bear’s tipi, the bear’s home, 
the tree rock and the great grey horn. 

An 1875 U.S. Army expedition misin-
terpreted one of these Native American 
names as Bad Gods Tower, which 
morphed into Devils Tower.

The ride to Devils Tower National 
Monument is impressive. Wyoming is 
a beautiful state and its rolling plains 
approaching Devils Tower make this first 
national monument stand out even more. 
I’ve been there twice, both times after 
visiting South Dakota’s Black Hills area. 
The Tower is visible from great distances 
— there’s no missing it or mistaking it 
for anything else — and the ride in pro-
vides varying perspectives. Devils Tower 
has such a commanding presence and 
it so dominates the landscape that the 
temptation is to stop for photographs as 
soon as it comes into view, but that’s not 
necessary. The views and the perspectives 
just keep getting better and then, sud-
denly, you are at the park entrance. 

Once inside the park, you can walk 
directly to the base and take a 45-min-
ute hike completely around Devils Tower. 
Heartier souls can even climb to the top, 
which was beyond my abilities, but the 
hike all the way around is well worth the 
effort. The polygonal columns that are 
Devils Tower are impressive with their 
massive size and precision-machined 
appearance, and getting a 360-degree 
look adds greatly to the wonder of it all. 
— Joe Berk

What: Devils Tower National Monument, Wyoming, our first national mon-
ument and an instantly recognized icon of the American experience.

How to Get There: Take Interstate 90 from either the east or west, pick 
up US 14, take SR 24 north, and then SR 110 into the park. Devils Tower 
National Monument is 80 miles west of Sturgis, South Dakota, and about 
19 hours northeast of Los Angeles, California.

Best Kept Secret: There’s just so much to see in this part of the United 
States. South Dakota’s Black Hills lie to the east (that’s no secret). Instead 
of taking the most direct route (described above), get lost in the hills to 
the east of Devils Tower and retrace the 1874 Custer Expedition. The rid-
ing and the scenery are magnificent! 

Avoid: Making the trek to Sturgis and not taking a day to see Devils Tower.
More Info: www.nps.gov/deto/index.htm
More Photos: californiascooterco.com/blog/?p=17652

DEVILS TOWER, WYOMING

R I D E S  A N D

DESTINATIONS
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T E S T

RIDE 

Race Tech brake arcing and Pecard leather care

Race Tech brake 
arcing service

After reading my vent a few issues back 
about the poor front brake performance 
on my 1973 BMW R75/5, vintage suspen-
sion specialist Matt Wiley at Race Tech 
(racetech.com) contacted me, asking if 
I knew about Race Tech’s brake arcing 
service for drum brakes. Briefly, brake arc-
ing  involves machining the brake drum 
so that it’s perfectly round, then matching 
the brake shoes to the drum for optimum 
contact. Back when drum brakes were the 
norm, brake arcing was common, but with 
the advent of disc brakes it’s become an 
increasingly rare and specialized service. 
After talking with Matt, I decided to test 
the concept.

Before sending my wheel off for service, 
I checked it against Race Tech’s require-
ments. First up was inspecting for any 
loose spokes; they must be properly ten-
sioned and the wheel must run straight 
and true. Re-tensioning the wheel after 
machining runs the risk of pulling the 
drum out of shape, negating any improve-
ments. Next was thoroughly cleaning the 
brake backing plate before installing new 
shoes (you can use your old ones if 
they’re good, but why would you?) and 
making sure the brake cams were properly 
lubed. Following that I inspected both 
wheel bearings (if they’re old or suspect, 
replace them), then I confirmed the wheel 
axle was straight before shipping the 
wheel — complete with brake backing 
plate and axle — to Race Tech in Corona, 
California. 

Getting true
At Race Tech, the wheel 

is set in a work stand sup-
ported by its axle. The 
inside face of the drum is 
then marked with black 
squiggly lines. Next, a spe-
cially made cutting tool 
designed by Race Tech 
founder Paul Thede is cen-
tered on the wheel axle. An 
air-powered rotary cutting 
head attached to the tool is 
adjusted to just touch the 
drum face. As the cutting 
head spins, the tool slowly 
revolves around the drum, 

the cutter removing metal as it does. The 
black squiggles act as a guide, showing 
high spots as material is removed; wher-
ever black still shows, the drum hasn’t 
been cut. This is done in multiple passes, 
the cutter removing as little material as 
possible with each pass until a clean sur-
face remains. 

The shoes are cut next. In this step, 
the shoes — complete with backing plate 
— are held in place while another rotary 
cutter, set up to exactly duplicate the arc 

and diameter of the cut on the drum, 
matches the cut to the shoes, ensuring 
the shoes are exactly concentric to the 
drum. Simple in concept, it takes the right 
tools and skill to do it correctly.

Ten days after sending it out, my wheel 
was back and ready for installation, but 
not before draining the forks and refill-
ing them with fresh 15 weight fork oil. 
Finally, I slipped new fork gaiters in place 
before reinstalling the forks and bolting 
the wheel back up. 

I knew when I started 
that the original brake 
cable was stretched almost 
to the limit, so I turned to 
Barnett Clutches & Cables 
(barnettclutches.com) for a 
replacement. Barnett can 
custom make cables for just 
about any application, and 
less than a week after relay-
ing the necessary specs to 
Ivan at Barnett a new cable 
showed up in the mail.

With the new cable 
installed, it was time to 
adjust the brakes. A twin-
leading-shoe design, the 
BMW setup needs to be 
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Black lines act as cutting guide; when they’re gone, the drum’s done.

Race Tech’s proprietary tool in place to machine the 1973 BMW R75/5 front drum.
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properly adjusted to work well. 
First, the brake arms need to be 
correctly oriented: If you remove 
them, mark them first to make 
sure they go back in their origi-
nal position. Next, tension the 
brake cable until the rear shoe 
just touches the drum. Pull the brake 
lever; the rear shoe should touch the 
drum first, followed almost immediately 
by the front. The front shoe is adjusted 
with the brake shoe stop, located just 
behind the forward brake arm on the 
brake backing plate. To adjust tighter, 
hold the brake stop with a 5mm Allen 
wrench and loosen the 13mm lock nut. 
Pull lightly on the brake lever and turn the 
stop with the Allen wrench until you can 
feel it hitting against the brake inside the 
backing plate. Turn it back slightly, lock it 
in place, then check the pull of both arms 

when squeezing the lever. It takes a bit of 
fiddling, moving the stop in and out, but 
what you’re looking for is an even pull 
between the front and rear arms, with 
the rear making initial contact, followed 
immediately by the front. 

Brakes away
With everything back together I made 

several runs up and down a low-traffic 
road, running up to speed before hitting 
the brakes hard to heat them up, followed 
by a rest to let them cool, repeating this 
several times to bed the new brake shoes 

to the freshly machined drum. 
The result? Wow. The new cable 
and proper adjustment were a 
big help, no question, but the 
front brakes, previously feeble 
at best, now bite with author-
ity, pulling the BMW down from 

speed with confidence. The pull on the 
lever is firm, and the small amount of 
“chatter” I used to get with a really firm 
tug on the lever is completely gone. 

So what price performance? Race Tech 
charges $200-$225 for the service, with 
shipping extra. New Ferodo shoes set 
me back $77. Add $34.60 for the cable 
and the total was around $335. Given the 
return — properly working brakes I can 
count on — if you’re actually riding your 
classic, I’d call this one of the smartest 
performance upgrades you can make. 
More info: racetech.com — Richard Backus

Pecard leather dressing
The mark of a favorite piece of gear around here is when it gets 

used year after year, even with newer options around. I’ve had 
this Joe Rocket Sonic 2.0 perforated leather jacket since August 
2006, and it immediately turned into a favorite, becoming my 
go-to jacket anytime temperatures were above 65 F or so, which 
means I’ve been wearing it for the bulk of my yearly riding.

I haven’t given this jacket much care: It’s been wiped down 
with a wet cloth five or six times in its life, but that’s it. The Sonic 
2.0 is made from drum-dyed cowhide, and while the finish on 
the leather held up and looked sharp for five years or so, after 11 
years it was beyond due for some attention.

My jacket had some wear spots on the leather, a brown 
shade showing underneath. To restore it, I started with 
Pecard’s Motorcycle Black Weatherproof Dressing, 
which, they say, “contains a small amount of black 

tint” to cover up abrasions. After lightly cleaning the leather with 
a damp cloth, I applied the dressing using a soft, dry cloth, work-
ing it into the leather. The dressing did wonders. Not only did it 
re-dye the rough edges and worn cuffs, it restored the sun-faded 
jacket to an even coloring again. As a further bonus, it also mois-
turized the leather, making it softer and suppler. 

After letting the jacket “dry,” the dressing soaked in nicely. I fig-
ured it could use one more coat, so for round two I used Pecard’s 
standard Motorcycle Leather Dressing, applying it outside and 
in the sun on a 65 F day, letting the leather warm up and really 
soak in the dressing. I put on a heavy coating, and then hung it 
inside to soak in for a few more days. As the photos show, the 

difference between “before” (left) and “after” (right) is 
night and day, with my favorite jacket returned to its 

former glory — only better. $7 each (4 oz). More 
info: pecard.com — Landon Hall

Brake backing plate with 
shoes jigged up on Race 
Tech’s brake arcing tool to 
cut and match the profile of 
the shoes to the drum.



C A L E N D A R

MAY/JUNE
Don’t miss these upcoming events!

Attend the 9th Annual The Quail Motorcycle Gathering 
at The Quail Lodge in Carmel, California. This year 

features Norton Motorcycles, celebrating 50 years of the Norton 
Commando, plus 10 more categories. The $75 ticket includes a 
barbecue lunch. On the web at signatureevents.peninsula.com

Head to the Kings Fairgrounds in Hanford, 
California, for the 49th Annual Hanford 

Vintage Motorcycle Rally, which will feature an antique and 
classic motorcycle show, a parts exchange and sale corral, 
RV hookups, food and more than 150 vendors. On the web at 
classiccycleevents.com

Legendary motorcycle racers and father and son 
Yvon and Miguel Duhamel will be the Grand 

Marshals for the 18th Annual Riding into History Motorcycle 
Concours at the World Golf Village near St. Augustine, Florida. 
RIH begins on Friday with the Grand 
Marshal’s Historic Vintage Lunch Ride 
and the Grand Marshal’s Dinner, followed 
Saturday by the Concours d’Elegance, 
featuring “Kaizen Honoring the Japanese 
Motorcycle” for 2017. On the web at 
ridingintohistory.org

Visit the Friends of Steve 
McQueen car and motorcycle 

show in support of Boys Republic, a pri-
vate, nonprofit school dedicated to trou-
bled teens, in Chino Hills, California. This 
year’s theme is the movie The Sand Pebbles. 
On the web at stevemcqueencarshow.com

Join the Heart of America 
Motorcycle Enthusiasts at the 

26th Annual HoAME Vintage Motorcycle 
Show at the Merriam Marketplace 
in Merriam, Kansas. On the web at 
hoame.com

Join us June 9-11 for the Rockerbox Motofest at Road 
America in Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin, featuring a ride-in 

bike show on Saturday, vendors, AHRMA racing and more. Join 
the Sunset Cruise on the famed track Saturday, and check out the 
Bill Dixon Stunt Show on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. On the 
web at rockerbox.us

Visit the 7th Annual Vintage Rally at the National 
Motorcycle Museum in Anamosa, Iowa. Enter your 

1988 or older bike in the Classic & Antique Motorcycle & Bicycle 
Show. There will also be a special “Choppers, Bobbers and 
Customs” class for customs of any year through 2017. On the web 
at nationalmcmuseum.org 

5/20

5/20

5/6

6/4

6/3

6/9

6/10

May 6 — VJMC Bikes on the Beach. 
Panama City, FL. vjmc.org

May 6 — 11th Annual Carolina Classic 
Motorcycle Show. Spencer, NC. 
nctrans.org

May 19-20 — AMCA Southern 
National Meet. Denton, NC. 
amcasouthernnationalmeet.com

May 20 — KCVJMC Spring Rally at 
Donnell’s Motorcycles. Independence, 
MO. kcvjmc.org 

May 20-21 — OVM Corvallis Ride, 
Show and Swap Meet. Corvalis, OR. 
oregonvintage.org

May 21 — 16th Annual British & 
European Classic Motorcycle Day. 
Clarksburg, MD. classicmotorcycleday.org

May 21 — 39th Annual BSAOCNE 
British Motorcycle Meet. Lancaster, MA. 
bsaocne.org

May 21 — 8th Annual Antique 
Motorcycle Swap Meet and Show. 
Centreville, MI. wolverineamca.com 

May 22 — USCRA U.S. Vintage GP. New 
Hampshire Motor Speedway. Loudon, 
NH. race-uscra.com

June 3 — Cars and Motorcycles of 
England. Oakbourne Mansion. Westtown, 
PA. dvtr.org/CMoE.html

June 3-4 — Ohio Valley BSA Owners 
Club Spring Classic. Toronto, OH. 
ohiovalleybsaownersclub.com

June 4 — 8th Annual Bayfield Old Bike 
Day. Bayfield, Ontario, Canada. 
cvmg.ca

June 6-10 — 34th Annual Americade. 
Lake George, NY. americade.com 

June 9-11 — Lake Erie Loop. Wellington, 
OH. lakeerieloop.com 

June 10-11 — USCRA FIM North 
American Vintage Road Racing 
Championships. New Hampshire Motor 
Speedway. Loudon, NH. race-uscra.com

June 16-17 — AMCA Viking Chapter 
National Meet. St. Paul, MN. 
vikingmc.org

June 16-18 — 45th Annual Canadian 
Vintage Motorcycle Group Paris National 
Rally. Paris, Ontario, Canada. cvmg.ca 

June 16-17 — Fort Sutter AMCA 
National Meet. Dixon, CA. 
fortsutteramca.org

June 16-17 — AMCA Viking Chapter 
Annual Meet. St. Paul, MN. vikingmc.org

June 17 — OVM Clackamas County 
Cruise. Estacada, OR. oregonvintage.org

June 22-25 — VJMC National Rally. 
Pigeon Forge, TN. regonline.com/
40thanniversarynationalrally

June 23-24 — GABMA 32nd Annual 
British in the Blue Ridge Rally and Bike 
Show. Hiawassee, GA. gabma.us

June 23-25 — 24th Annual 
Triumph National Rally. Oley, PA. 
triumphnationalrally.com

June 24 — OVM Ride to the Rendezvous 
in Brooks, OR. oregonvintage.org 

June 24-25 — 22nd Annual CJMC 
Classic Japanese Motorcycle Swap & 
Show. Dixon, CA. cjmc.org

Motorcycle Classics wants to know about classic motorcycle shows, 
swap meets, road runs and more. Send details of upcoming events 
at least three months in advance to lhall@motorcycleclassics.com

Rockerbox Motofest 2016 Best Café Racer 
winner Scott Blackford’s 1965 Suzuki T20.
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Yamaha switchgear
Two-stroke specialist HVCcycle in Lincoln, 
Nebraska, now has replacement handle-

bar switchgear to fit many different 1970s 
Yamahas including the RD100, RD125, 
RD250, RD350, RD400 and XS360 and 

XS500. Available in two different types, the 
replacement switches are duplicates of the 

originals and are plug and play on non-
electric start models; the right hand switches 

do not have an electric start button. OEM 
switches are pretty much unobtanium, mak-
ing these an excellent option for tired switch-

gear. $60 each. More info: hvccycle.net

Stud remover/installer
Motorcycle parts specialist BikeMaster 

has an extensive line of specialty motor-
cycle tools, including this eight-piece 
stud removal and installation tool set 

that lets you remove and install engine 
case and cylinder head studs without 
damaging threads. The set includes 
removal and installation tools to fit 
6mm x 1.0, 8mm x 1.25, 10mm x 
1.25 and 10mm x 1.50 stud thread 

pitch. A further plus: The installer tools 
make it easy to properly torque studs. 

$49.95. More info: bikemaster.com

New Stuff for Old Bikes
From great touring maps to cool cook stoves, 

here are six cool products every classic bike fan should know about.

Custom cables
In addition to a full catalog of available 
clutches and cables, California-based 

Barnett Clutches & Cables can make up 
just about any cable for any motorcycle. 
We recently had them make us a cable 

for editor Backus’ 1973 BMW R75/5 and 
the result was predictable; a quality item 
at a reasonable price. Our BMW cable is 
sheathed in traditional black vinyl, and 
like all Barnett cables features a longi-
tudinally wound casing with stainless 

steel wire to eliminate flexing. All cables 
are made inhouse. Price: $34.60, as 

shown. More info: barnettclutches.com

Motorcycle maps
GPS makes plotting a route easier, but 
what if you’re not sure which route to 
take? Butler Motorcycle Maps has that 
covered with maps plotted and ridden 

by its own team of riders. Routes on the 
waterproof maps are rated and include 

detailed descriptions to ensure your 
ride, paved or offroad, is the adventure 
you’re looking for. Separate maps and 
bundled maps of scenic rides complete 

with route DVDs are available. The 
ultimate motorcyclist’s map resource. 
Single maps $14.95. Bundles $24.95 
and up. More info: butlermaps.com

Seat cushions
If your butt hurts after a day in the 

saddle, check out the Motorcycle Air 
Seat Cushion from Wild Ass. Available in 
three configurations and three levels of 
comfort, the cushions feature pressure-

sensitive inflatable air cells that spread out 
weight to reduce pressure points for bet-
ter blood circulation and more comfort. 
The Lite features lightweight polyure-

thane cells, the Air Gel adds gel pads for 
additional cushioning and the Classic is 

made of medical grade neoprene for the 
ultimate in comfort. $99.99 (Sport Lite, 
shown) and up. More info: wild-ass.com

Eating well
If you’re really into touring — especially 

offroad adventure touring — a good camp 
stove is a necessity. But with storage space 

typically at a premium, what’s the best 
stove to pack? Touring specialist Aerostich 

recommends the Whisperlite Universal 
Stove. The hybrid-fuel stove burns canister 

fuel or switches to burn white gas, kerosene 
or unleaded gas, letting you use your bike 
as a mobile fuel supply. Light, stable and 

easy to use, it’s the perfect stove for motor-
cyclists. $129. More info: aerostich.com
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SC40USA SKAT CAT 40

FREE SHIPPING
DC, DE, IL, IN, KY, MD, MI, NC, NJ, NY, 

      OH, PA, TN, VA & WV.  Reg $160

MADE in USAMADE in USA
BLAST CABINET SALE!

Call or see website for ship-
 ping to other states. Direct Pts only.

• FULLY ASSEMBLED • BIG 40"w, 
 28"d, 28" high work area • 11-22 ga 
 steel • Vac-50 HEPA Vacuum • 28"L 
gloves • Trigger power gun • 12"x 24" 

 lens • 3 nozzles • 90w fl oodlight 
• 50 lbs abrasive • Recycles 
• Requires 10-15 cfm air
• 90-Day Shop Trial 
• 5-Yr Limited Warranty

$1099$1099$1099

"Chases away" 
rust & paint 
FAST!

TRUCK
FREIGHT

Sale Ltd 
Time

Don’t Be  
a Stranger!

Sign up for our Shop Talk newsletter to  
receive the latest news from the classic  
motorcycle scene and Motorcycle Classics.

Sign up today!
www.MotorcycleClassics.com/Newsletter

MAY 20, 2017

Classic Cycle Events.com

KINGS FAIRGROUNDS
HANFORD, CA

49th ANNUAL

Huge Motorcycle Show • Over 150 Vendors
Food & Fun for the Whole Family

Antique & Classic Motorcycle Show • Vintage Parts Exchange & Sale Corral
Camping in Swap Space / RV HookupsDetails & Registration

                 information at:

CLASS IC  INSURANCE

We’re located in South Bend, Indiana USA
Check out our gallery and testimony page at:

www.precisionmotorcyclepainting.com
Phone: (574) 298-2199

WE RESTORE MEMORIES 
FROM ANY PART OF THE WORLD

Circle #12; see card pg  81
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9851 St. Charles Rock Road

St. Ann, MO 63074

Phone: (314) 427-1204

Fax: (314) 427-7642

(800) 325-4144

• Since 1962

• We also have Moto Guzzi parts

• Ship daily via UPS and USPS

The Motorcycle People

• Service for • Huge Inventory      
of Parts

VINTAGE
MOTORCYCLE PRINTS 
FROM PHOTO ARTIST

DANIEL PEIRCE
Call 800-880-7567 or visit 

www.MotorcycleClassics.com/Store

We  specialize in BSA, 
Triumph and Norton B50/CCM 

Specialist 
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Belgium, WI
262-483-5399

www.retrospeed.net

Motorcycle Restoration Services

• Largest Parts Source for Yamaha RD’s 
• High Quality Reproduction 2-Stroke Parts 
• Performance Cylinder Heads & Exhaust.
• World Class Restoration Services, Complete and Partial 
• 2-Stroke Engine and Crank Shaft overhaul Specialist
• Vapor Blasting, Cylinder boring

• NEW!
 Yamaha  Brake 
 Calipers & 
 Master Cylinders

402-817-4795  www.hvccycle.net

2-STROKE RESTORATION 
PARTS & SERVICE

Repair and sales of vintage gauges for 

Japanese, British, European & American bikes

Phone: (404) 219-0594

Toll Free: (800) 456-6267TT

E-mail: j14levine@aol.com

www.joellevinecompany.com

Joel Levine Co.

610 S Chattanooga St.

Lafayette, GA 30728

SIDECARS!
Velorex, Champion, 

: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST
(740) 538-4746

www.warkshop.com

Nor’Easter BlastWorx

Vapor Blasting

802.490.8145     NorEasterBlastWorx.com

“THE BUZZZZZ RAG”
by Buzz Walneck

For sale bikes, parts, 
old road tests, stories. 
NATIONALLY!

“TRY IT ... YOU’LL LIKE IT!”

SUBSCRIBE 
FOR JUST $2500

CALL 630-985-2097
FOR PIXIE OR BUZZ

OR ASK FOR A 
FREE SAMPLE

7923 JANES AVE.
WOODRIDGE. IL 60517

WWW.WALNECKSWAP.COM

60-COLOR PAGES PER MONTH!
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WHAT’S INSIDE:

CONVERT YOUR STOCK BIKE INTO A …

How to Build a Café Racer starts with 
a history lesson and ends with 
two start-to-fi nish builds. Learn 
how to properly plan, choose the 
right bike and modifi cations, and 
more with this must-have for the 
café racer enthusiast.

ORDER NOW!

$27.95
Item #6684

The History of the Café Racer Motorcycle • Track or Street? • Chassis Modifi cations
Shock Reviews • Carburetor Upgrading • Coating Considerations

Honda CB200 Café Conversion • Café Racer Tools • Finished Bike Gallery

Call (800) 880-7567 or order online at
www.MotorcycleClassics.com/Store

WHAT'S OLD IS NEW 
AGAIN, AND THE 

NEWEST TREND ON THE 
BLOCK IS CAFÉ RACERS.

SLICK CAFÉ
RACER
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FOR SALE

1976 BMW R90/6 
Unrestored as-new condition, 
12000 mi. Always stored in 
climate controlled space. 

Completely original 
except tires and battery. 
Runs perfectly $8250. 
bitzenj@sbcglobal.net

MISCELLANEOUS
Capper’s Insurance Service, 
Inc., a subsidiary of Ogden 
Publications, Inc., has 
provided valuable insurance 
protection since 1932. 
Career sales employment 
opportunities are available 
in Kansas, Iowa and 
Nebraska. Explore our 
marketing advantages for 
excellent income, employee 
benefits and satisfying 
lifestyle. Call Bob Legault: 
1-800-678-7741 or see 
www.cappersinsurance.com

PARTS

DOC’S Est. 1969 
Custom Derby Covers 

Motorcycle parts & more 
www.docsmc.com 

10% OFF On-line Order 
Promo Code: Classic 

Or Call 203-757-0295 

PARTS

Increase the performance 
and life of your vintage 
engine with the latest in 

performance beehive valve 
springs. Take advantage 
of the light weight of a 
single valve spring with 
the performance and 
control of a dual valve 

spring. This shape allows 
less reciprocating spring 
mass, smaller lighter top 
retainers, more clearance 
to the rocker arms and 

lower oil temps. 
Call for applications. Call 
(760) 948-4698 or Web: 
www.rdvalvespring.com

5thGearParts.com 
Used Honda and 

Yamaha parts. 
No Auctions, 

No guess work, 
No delays. Quality used 

parts guaranteed. 
Lots of 80’s Honda stuff. 

Email: 
5thGearParts@gmail.com
Web: 5thGearParts.com

PARTS

100 psi liquid-filled oil 
pressure gauge 1/8 NPT 

male inlet 1-5/8 diameter 
body with generic fittings 
and heavy nylon oil line 

$39 + shipping
Custom brackets for 

Meriden Triumphs in stock
www.triplesrule.com 

t150v@aol.com 
224-321-4912

Established in 1976
We do Aluminum Polishing, 
Zinc Plating, Show Chrome 

finishes and much more, 
including motorcycle 

restoration parts! Call us 
now at 815-626-5223 or fax 
815-626-5244. Visit: www.
qualitychromeplating.com

Triumph Motorcycle Parts 
NOS, New and Used 

and of course Genuine 
parts like AMAL and Lucas. 
We have a special emphasis 

on “Oil-In-Frame” 
650/750 twins 

manufactured from 1971 
to 1983. 

www.kmjonesmotorsports.com
 

PARTS

12v Generators for 
your Classic Bike! 

Upgrade your Vincent, 
BSA, Triumph, Norton, 

Velocette, AMC, Matchless 
today with products 
by Alton-France. US 

Distributor: The 
Classic Bike Experience, 

www.classicbikeexperince.
com www.alton-france.com 

Call 802-878-5383 

Norton Commando 
Electric Start Kit.

Some things are worth 
the wait. Over forty years 
after the first Commando 
appeared, the Alton eKit 
electric start conversion 

finally brings it to life at the 
touch of a button. 

 Available in the US from 
The Classic Bike Experience 
www.classicbikeexperience.
com or call 802-878-5383 

www.alton-france.com

advertise in the 
classifieds of 

motorcycle 
classics 

call 
866-848-5346

Ogden Publications, Inc. cannot be 
held responsible for unsolicited 

manuscripts, photographs, 
illustrations or other materials.

Subscriptions: $29.95 for one year in 
the United States and its provinces; 

$39.95 per year in Canada. 
Canada Post International Publications 

Mail Product Sales Agreement No. 
40601019. All payment must be 

made in U.S. funds.  

Motorcycle Classics does not recommend, 
approve or endorse the products and/or 
services offered by companies advertising 

in the magazine or on the website. 

866-848-5346
www.MotorcycleClassics.com

866-848-5346
www.MotorcycleClassics.com



MOTORCYCLE CLASSICS
STREET BIKES OF THE ’70S!

Motorcycle Classics has 
dedicated its fi rst Special 
Collector Edition to celebrating the 1970s. Many great 
and classic motorcycles were designed and built in the ’70s, and Motorcycle Classics has 
put together a 100-page special edition featuring articles that explore the decade and 
what it brought to the motorcycle world. Th e Honda GL1000 Gold Wing, Triumph X75 
Hurricane, BMW R90S, Suzuki GS1000, along with many others are all covered in this 
glossy-page, full-color guide. Whether you’re just discovering these bikes or have been 
riding them since they fi rst came on the market, you’re sure to enjoy this special edition.

Call 800-880-7567, or visit 
www.MotorcycleClassics.com/Store to order!

Mention promo code MMCPAHZ3.

Only 
$6.99!

Item #8051



Discovering the Motorcycle
Discovering the Motorcycle is a full-throt-
tle, never-before completed history 
and cultural evaluation of motorcycling 
from 1867 to the present. This book 
introduces readers to the vast world of 
motorcycling, its history, social impact, 
and how these machines are built and 
function. Chapters cover the history of 
motorcycle racing, bike events, muse-
ums, and clubs.

#8183     $44.99

How to Build a Motorcycle
How to Build a Motorcycle tells the story 
of how a group of three unlikely friends 
– a rat, a sparrow, and a frog – come 
together to build a motorcycle! Detailed 
illustrations explain the overall functions 
of the engine, clutch, brakes, and distrib-
utors, as well as many other parts of the 
motorcycle. Through hard work and 
perseverance, the three friends learn 
about mechanics and teamwork 
as they work together to build a 
miniature motorcycle. A great 
book to read with your young bike 
enthusiasts!

#8057     $14.95

Vintage Dirt Bikes
Suddenly, everyone wants one of those 
old dirt bikes from back in the day: 
knobby tires, small two-cycle engines, 
four-speed transmission, and a full four 
inches of suspension travel. But which 
should a rider bring home? Vintage 
Dirt Bikes will help the reader make 
that decision by providing informa-
tion on all the most popular makes. 
For each bike, this new book provides 
four to six paragraphs describing the 
bike in general terms.

#7524     $27.95

Superbikes and the 70s
Well-illustrated and packed with anec-
dotes, Superbikes and the ‘70s offers 
a wealth of thoroughly-researched 
detail. Dave Sheehan presents the 
story of the 70s superbikes from the 
perspective of those involved at the 
time, the outcomes of whose decisions 
were by no means certain, with the 
result that the narrative reads like a 
thriller. Sheehan captures the spirit of 
those heady days where riders had to 
no longer sacrifice civility, comfort and 
reliability in the pursuit of handling, 
speed and acceleration.

#6902     $28.99

Classic Honda Motorcycles
Honda made its mark on the motor-
cycle world with small, affordable 
bikes, and grew well beyond that to 
create some of the most important 
performance machines ever built. This 
guide to the collectible Hondas gives 
prospective buyers a leg up on the 
current market for groundbreaking 
classics. Photographs of the models are 
accompanied by complete descriptions 
of specifications, components, paint 
codes, and serial numbers. The author 
also highlights common repair and 
restoration needs, and looks ahead at 
future collectible models.

#6428     $40.00

How to Restore 
Honda CX500 & CX650
Honda’s first venture into the V-twin 
engine market, with water cooling 
and shaft drive, was certainly dif-
ferent from their previous twin-and 
four-cylinder models. The tech-
niques, tips and tricks used by an 
experienced restorer will save you 
time and money. You’ll see that you 
don’t need expert knowledge or a 
fully fitted workshop for a restoration 
project. Packed with photographs 
and detailed instructions, this book 
is your perfect guide from start to 
finish.

#7759     $59.95

Classic Motorcycles
Written by noted motorcycle author 
Patrick Hahn, Classic Motorcycles 
presents the history of motorcycling 
as told through the most significant, 
iconic, classic motorcycles of all time, 
with both period photography and 
modern portrait photography. You’ll 
drool over the 1933 Matchless Silver 
Hawk, and you’ll want to tear out the 
page displaying the 1956 Triumph 
Thunderbird and frame it. Prepare to 
be in awe of the undeniable classic 
motorcycles in this collection.

#8185     $50.00

Finding Cannon Ball’s Trail
Erwin Baker completed the fastest 
transcontinental trip in American 
history. After leaving San Diego on 
May 3, 1914, he rode coast to coast, 
averaging only four hours of sleep 
each night – taking only 11-1/2 days! 
In 2011, Don Emde embarked on a 
multiyear project to understand the 
riding conditions and retrace the route 
that Baker had taken in 1914. Then in 
2014, Emde led a group of 30 motor-
cyclists on a celebration ride from San 
Diego to New York City, just as Baker 
had done a century before. This is the 
story of three epic motorcycle rides 
across America.

#8000     $25.00

McQueen’s Motorcycles
Even 30 years after his death, Steve 
McQueen  remains a cultural icon. 
This book focuses on the bikes that 
the King of Cool raced and collected. 
From the first Harley McQueen bought 
when he was an acting student in 
New York to the Triumph “desert 
sleds” and Huskys he desert raced all 
over California, Mexico, and Nevada. 
McQueen’s Motorcycles reveals these 
highly sought-after machines in gor-
geous photography and full historical 
context.

#8184     $35.00

How to Restore Honda Fours
In 1969 the Honda Motor Company 
launched a motorcycle that many 
consider to be the world’s first Super-
bike. All with their own characteris-
tics, they proved to be reliable and 
smooth-running, and even today 
they can offer reliable transport on 
modern roads if restored correctly. 
Now with some examples more than 
40 years old, many enthusiasts wish 
to restore these classic machines. 
How to Restore Honda Fours has 
been written to guide the enthusi-
ast through his or her restoration of 
these fine classic motorcycles.

#7760     $59.95

The Kawasaki Z1 Story 
In never before published interviews, 
with the men responsible for the bike 
code–named “New York Steak,” Dave 
Sheehan relates the story behind 
the Z1’s development, the secret 
U.S. testing program in which a 
team including Imola-race winner 
Paul Smart rode pre-production 
bikes disguised as Hondas coast-to-
coast across America. This book ex-
amines the myth, truth and legend 
surrounding the Z1’s first race win.

#8200     $25.00

Historic Motorcycles 
1885-1985
Historic Motorcycles 1885-1985 pro-
vides the reader with stunning full-col-
or photographs of more than 100 of 
the world’s most beautiful and rare 
motorcycles. Richard Renstrom, an 
author of five books and an accom-
plished photographer, spent more 
than 50 years accumulating this library 
of photos of vintage motorcycles from 
12 countries (including the United 
States, England, France, Germany, and 
Japan). Each photograph is accompa-
nied by a detailed historical essay docu-
menting the origin of each motorcycle 
as well as the technical specifications 
that make each machine a true original.

#8079     $40.00



$6.95

$6.95
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How to Build a Café Racer
The book starts with chapters on 
planning and choosing an appropri-
ate bike, followed by chapters that 
detail the modifications that will likely 
be embraced by anyone converting a 
stocker to a rocker. From shocks and 
tires to engine modifications, Doug 
Mitchel’s book lays out each type of 
modification and how it’s best carried 
through. The center of the book holds 
a gallery of finished bikes. The final 
chapters include two, start-to-finish 
Café builds.

#6684     $27.95

The Build: How the Masters 
Design Custom Motorcycles
In The Build, Robert Hoekman Jr. com-
piles insights from today’s best builders 
to help you plot out your own beautiful 
beast. This book is as much a 192-page 
motorcycle art book as it is a blueprint 
to building the perfect custom bike. The 
book is the bible of custom motorcycle 
design, starting with an explanation of 
all the different bike styles, and then 
moving into a concise, easy-to-read 
guide that takes you from finding a 
donor bike to figuring out how to alter 
the lines to your liking. The book also 
covers selecting and building parts, 
painting and finishing, and what kind 
of performance modifications might be 
appropriate.

#8053     $45.00

Superbikes of the Seventies
Beautiful, powerful, exotic, brutal, and 
quick are just a few of the adjectives that 
these machines still conjure up … and 
not just among those of us old enough 
to remember them. Roland Brown, one 
of the world’s top motorcycle journal-
ists, rides the best of these bikes and 
shares his impressions. He also describes 
each bike’s technical features and pro-
vides complete specifications and road-
test excerpts from when the bikes were 
new. Hundreds of color photographs 
and vintage 1970s sales brochures help 
recreate the excitement of encountering 
these bikes for the first time.

#8078     $39.95

Edward Turner: The Man 
Behind the Motorcycle
For the first time, the life of Edward 
Turner, one of Britain’s most talented 
motorcycle designers, is revealed in 
full – making this much more than 
just another book about Triumph 
motorcycles. Although seen by 
many as an irascible man who ran a 
very tight ship, it is an inescapable 
fact that his was a highly profitable 
company.

#8247     35.95

Honda Motorcycles 1959-1985: 
Enthusiasts Guide
This book is designed to aid the 
non-professional motorcycle collector 
trying to decide whether to buy and 
restore Honda motorcycles produced 
between 1959 and 1985. For each 
model, author Doug Mitchel provides 
a detailed description of the bike, bullet 
points that highlights helpful informa-
tion such as cost, value when finished, 
and more. The book also includes a 
section in the back that helps readers 
decide where to buy the bikes and 
parts, the best place to get them fixed 
and more.

#6973     $27.95

The Complete Book of Ducati 
Motorcycles: Every Model 
Since 1946
The Complete Book of Ducati Motorcycles 
traces the stunning chronology of the 
motorcycles dreamed up by Ducati, from 
the 1940s to the present day. Laid out for 
the first time in the form of an encyclopedia, 
with gorgeous photography and insights 
from Ducati expert Ian Falloon, this book 
offers motorcycle enthusiasts a closer look 
at the craftsmanship, power, and beauty 
of these extraordinary motorcycles. The 
book features all of the motorcycles from 
Ducati’s storied history, including the 
groundbreaking Desmodromic 750 
Super Sport, the Mike Hailwood Replica, 
the Superbike-dominating 916, and the 
epic Panigale.

#8055     $50.00

The Women’s Guide to 
Motorcycling
Author Lynda Lahman, herself a 
motorcycle owner and rider, pro-
vides a comprehensive look at 
motorcycling techniques, street 
smarts, and safety concerns while 
addressing female-specific chal-
lenges as well as issues that all 
bikers face from a female point 
of view. Lahman provides advice 
about choosing a bike, proper 
maintenance, types of riding, bike 
clubs, and more.

#8248     $24.95

Classic British Motorcycles
In the modern era, mass-produced 
motorcycles tend to be Japanese or 
Italian, with the “big four” oriental 
manufacturers dominating the market. 
However, until the 1950s, and even 
into the ‘60s, British makers such as 
Norton and Vincent ruled the roost. 
These legendary companies, and many 
smaller British firms, are motorcycling's 
founding companies. Superbly illus-
trated with more than 150 color pic-
tures, many previously unpublished, 
this book is a captivating and highly 
informative account of the men, ma-
chines, race meetings, and world 
events that shaped the development of 
the motorcycle from its bicycle origins.

#7758     $32.00

The Triumph Trophy Bible
This is the complete year-by-year histo-
ry of the Trophy (and unit construction 
Tiger) twins from 1949 to 1983. It 
includes original factory model photos, 
technical specifications, color schemes, 
engine and frame numbers, model type 
identification, and details of Trophy 
and Tiger achievements. As a longtime 
employee at Triumph’s Meridian factory, 
Harry Woodridge shares his knowledge 
and expertise to provide the complete 
source book for Triumph Trophy owners 
and enthusiasts.

#8058     $60.00
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SHOTS

F
ew people in 1972 even considered that a motorcycle 
race curiously conceived in an aging football stadium 
would eventually lead to one of the most successful forms 

of racing in motorsport history. That race, officially known as 
The Yamaha Superbowl of Motocross, held in the Los Angeles 
Coliseum (site of the NFL’s original Super Bowl game in 
1967), was staged to make one man — rock-and-roll concert 
promoter Mike Goodwin — a lot of money. And that, in so 
many words, was the essence of the race, even though it was 
included in the AMA’s ill-conceived Inter-AMA Series that same 
year. The Superbowl of Motocross was a race like no other.  

In 1974 the Superbowl of 
Motocross, joined by two other 
“indoor” races, formed the nucleus 
of the AMA’s new Super Series that 
consisted solely of stadium-based 
races. The term Supercross had yet 
to be coined, and for several years 
observers and stadium-race pro-
moters wrestled with various names 
to describe indoor racing, among 
them Stadiumcross, Indoor Cross, 
and ultimately the name used today 
— Supercross, or SX for short.

The first Superbowl of Motocross 
actually was preceded by a moto-
cross race staged on Daytona 
International Raceway’s infield 
in 1971. And as early as 1948, a 
scrambles-type race set on an arti-
ficial course in a small stadium near 
Paris, France, is credited with being 
the first-ever such motorsport event.   

But it was Goodwin’s 1972 race 
that set the stage for all the other 

indoor races since, and his instincts as a promoter led him to 
hire Larry “Supermouth” Huffman as the event’s announcer. 
Huffman already had a presence in Southern California as 
the PA voice for Friday-night speedway racing in Costa Mesa, 
plus he was gaining a foothold at local road race tracks as the 
premier announcer for those events. Supermouth wore his pat-
ented tuxedo for his Superbowl gig, and he wasn’t shy about 
giving tacky nicknames to the riders during the evening, either.   

Above all, the track was ingenious in its conception and lay-
out so that all the action took place in front of spectators seated 
in the bleachers. While most of the course zigged and zagged 

its way across the Coliseum’s foot-
ball field, with jumps and whoop-
de-doos mixed in, each lap the 
riders also visited the peristyle — the 
columns enclosing the coliseum — 
at the east end of the track where 
they climbed a steep hill, made a 
sharp left turn (the only place they 
were out of view from spectators) 
before launching back into the sta-
dium via the long downhill leading 
to the main course.

The 1972 race was won by a 
young local rider, 16-year-old Marty 
Tripes, laying the groundwork for 
other young American motocross-
ers to dominate this sport in years 
to follow. Indeed, it was at the 
1974 Superbowl of Motocross that 
another brilliant young racer named 
Bob Hannah would clinch his first of 
three consecutive Supercross titles, 
the first multi-champion to do so.  

— Dain Gingerelli

Funkalicious: The Superbowl of Motocross

Riders launch from the peristyle at the 1977 
Superbowl of Motocross.
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Three-time Supercross champ Bob Hannah in the whoops at the 1977 Superbowl of Motocross in the Los Angeles Coliseum.
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